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daugter of the late Edmund
LOCAL AFFAIRS. | and
wife. The bride and

atibrrlBrmrntB.

Q. Morrison

spent a
few days with relatives here, returning to
groom
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Confidence

I

keeps

The man who

his money in the bank while he has

plenty

creates a friend in the bank to wliom he can torn when he has little.
Having confidence In this bank begets its conlldence in you,
and we can't, any of us. get very far on the road to success without giving and receiving confidence.
This bank has fairly earned your confidence through twentylive years of square dealing and helpful service.
It will appreciate your account, check, savings or safe deposit.
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You’ve

=

lost your money

never

^

you say, but IOIM day somebody is going to
tlnd out where you keep it, and then you’ll wish
you had left it with a good bank for safe keeping.
You will tlnd this institution an ideal depository
for your money; conpletely “safe and sound”;
easy to do business with in person or by mail.
Ask for particulars.
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EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,

so
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of

their

have the

many

con-

Ellsworth

The 8. L. C. will meet with Mrs. E. M.
to-morrow evening. The study of
Maine and the reading of “Evangeline”
has not yet been
completed and will be re-

Dodge

sumed.

will hold

BAKERY

Bangor. Maine.

^

Monday. They

gratulations
friends.

OF ELLSWORTH.
During the busy season the club
fortnightly meetings.
The schooner Melissa Trask,
Capt.
CAPITAL,.$ 100,000
Hutchins, left New York Friday with a
SURPLUS and PROFITS,
75,000
of
cargo
cement, arriving at the mouth of
the Kennebec river Sunday noon. She is
STOCKHOLDERS* LIABILITY,
100,000
discharging at Augusta, and expects to
ASSETS,.
1,400,000
load lumber there for
Newport, R. I.
The recently-organized republican club
[
Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
held a regular meeting last Monday evenservice—these four form the foundation upon which this bank
painstaking
ing. VicerPresident C. L. Morang prehas been erected. These four we guarantee to you in connection with any
sided. Reports of committees were heard,
and
all
business
which you may place in our hands.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
and a second lecture by Milton Beckwith
at kllswokth postofficr.
act
as trustees for the estates of persons deceased.
The reasons why its
on the new primary law- was given.
In effect April 14, 1912.
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
C. L. Morang, who was one of the alterMAILS RRCBIVBD.
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
nates to the republican national convenFrom Wbst—7.13 a m; 4.14, 6.26 p m.
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
tion in Chicago elected at the convention
From East-11.06, 11.67 a m; 6.47, 10.62 p m.
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
in Bangor, will have a seat and vote in the
MAIL CLOSES AT POBTOPFICH
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State
Going We»t-10.30, 11.30 a m; 5.15,9 pm.
of
Charles
S.
banking department.
place
Hichborn, of Augusta,
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and
Going East—8.45 a m; 3.45, 8 pm.
one of the delegates who cannot attend.
every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with
sound banking.
Registered mail should be at postoffice half
Frank P. March, a native of Ellsworth,
an hour before mail closes.
died Saturday at his home in Bangor, aged
Sunday train arrives at 8.11 a ra; leaves 5.20
went to Bangor
P ni. Mail closes at p o for .5.20 train at 4.50 p m. forty-eight years. He
Postoffice open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a m. as a young man, and had been employed in
the American Express Co.’s office there for
PORTLAND MRU’S VISIT.
He leaves a widow'
B. T. Sowle is out again after a sever ill- twenty-eight years.
and two brothers-Louis, of Lynn, Mass.,
ness.
Having enlarged my
Board of Trade Special W ill be Here
and Henry, of Memphis, Tenn. The body
There will be no rehearsal this week of
was brought to Ellsworth Monday
for inFriday Morning.
the festival chorus.
Next Friday the business men of Ellsterment.
W. J. Clark was in Bar Harbor two days
worth will have the opportunity of extendHon. Herbert M.
Heath, of Augusta,
last week on business.
and hospitality to some of
will speak at Hancock hall to-morrow ing greetings
the leading business men of Portland,
There was a slight flurry of snow in evening.
His subject will be: “Modern
when the Portland board of trade special
Ellsworth yesterday noon.
Live Republicanism.”
A portion of MrJ
by an addition of IT x 20 feet and
excursion train will stop here for a few
Heath’s address will be devoted to an exa new 20x20 chimney, I am now
Koscoe Smith and wife, of Bangor,
hours. The excursionists hope to meet
planation of the new primary law. Mr.
spent Sunday in Ellsworth.
prepared to take care of all
of the business men of Ellsworth,
many
orders for
Orlando Brooks and wife, of Corinua,are Heath is one of Maine’s leading orators,
arfcl
the business men of Ellsworth on
and an original thinker; no one should
he guests of relatives in the city.
their part should make an effort to welmiss this opportunity to hear this very
The ladies’ social circle of the Baptist
come the visitors.
able speaker.
Ladies are cordially inchurch will serve supper in the vestry this
The joint committee of the board of
vited.
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Burrill National Bank 1
OF ELLSWORTH.

Augusta

Hols—Baker.

0 W * F L Mason—Insurance.
Smith & Haaerthy—Clothing.
Admr notice—But Daniel W Winchester.
—Est William H Cllnkard.
Exct notice—Est Louis Rosenfeld.
Frank R Moore—Road wagon for sale.
John A Stuart—Sheriff's sale.
H H Phillips—Potatoes for sale.
Fred H Osgood— Carbonl 1 e for service.
P W Aliev-Automobile service.
Automobile for sale.
Banook:
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
A Allen
Optical Co.
Maine Hotel Agency—Help wanted.
East Suery:
Mrs Julia A Chatto— Agent for the prevention of cruelty to children.
Sorrento:
E L Jettison—Boat found.
North Brooksvillb:
H D Young—Notice.

Town, MHChias unit Dexter

Bread, Cake and Pastry

evening.

Fifty
Lake

thousand

hatchery

pond yesterday.
John Blood, jr.,

Correspondence

Telephone.

Thomas house

ou

The junior class of the high school last
fry from Green
Friday evening gave a most interesting
in
lower
Patplanted
entertainment which was listened to by a

trout

were

ten

Solicited.

has

Church

large audience. There were readings by
Agnes Young, Florence Estey, Martha
Milliken and Eva Gerry; song by Myrtle
Monaghan; piano solos by Hazel Giles and
Erva Giles. The pupils were assisted by
Miss Bertha Giles, who is home from New
York for the summer, and who sang de-

moved into the
street, which he

recently purchased.

Harry

L. Crabtree and

wife and

Frank

left Saturday for a week’s Ashing at Donnell’s pond.
The Thursday club will meet as usual

S. Crabtree

0. W.

Tapley,

to-morrow afternoon at the

recently organized E. M. C. orches-

The G. of

II. class

of the

give a supper
Wednesday, May 29, at

—11

Monaghan's

in

orchestra of six

engaged to furnish

been

graduation reception and
field academy June 13.
There will be

0. W. GRINDAL, Water St.

H, II. Kio© post
day

a

Methodist
the

vestry

ments for

h

ball of

Cherry-

special meeting
Army hall Saturni.

complete

arrange-

Memorial day.

the

Holden

w|ih

defeated;

team of
Holden

team.

The

Ellsworth

ball

Saturday to

play

Ellsworth

team

score, 15-8.

chapter, O. E. S., will give a sociable Friday evening at Masonic hall.
Irene

Fertilizers!

by Monaghan’s orchestra. All Maand members of their families are in-

Music
sons

vited.
Wm. H. H. Rice relief corps will hold a
special meeting at G. A. R. hall to-morrow

evening. May 23, to transact important
business. Every member is requested to

Amatite Roofing.

inspection

visit of

S]

I
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Every Glimpse
to be

ought

a

to have your
A

house, property
or

and business insured,

business would create chaos.
Our tow rates will please you.

Property

owners

will be

protected

from fire

Money

[g
Qjj

make

Improved,

Productive Real Estate;
and Commercial Paper

on

ALSO DEALERS IN

=jjj

Municipal
°f

and Other Bonds

sure

approved legality and ascertained

strength.

C. C. Burrill & Son
“

STaTESTBEET,

ellswort

h. mk

food sales is

to be

3 o’clock.

at

an

j=j

to

The

proceeds,

of course,

are

be

Miss
will

extended visit here.

PROSECUTION.

FISH

Caught by Warden Shea
Fishing Egypt Stream.
Last Sunday M. A. Shea, fish and game
Kennedy and
warden, caught Frank
Frank Murphy, both of Calais, fishing on
Egypt stream. Kennedy had twentyMien

Two

Murphy

four trout and

and

This stream

a

range or a fur

a

“Clarion”, it if

The

Breakfast
car

j

trade special will reach |
Friday morning at 5 a. m.
will be served on the dining-

board of

Ellswmrth

attached to the train.

After

break-

tributaries

fast, the excursionists will be met by
automobiles by the Ellsworth committee
and taken for a trip about the city, which
will include a visit to the dam.
It is planned to have an informal reception at Hancock hall about 10 o’clock.
Ellsworth business men are urged to meet

August by the fish and game
fishing for a period
of three years. Notices to that effect were
published in The American, and notices

closed

last

commissioners to all

were

also

posted on

the stream.

Kennedy and Murphy are employees of
the Washington County railroad, running
on the freight dne to leave Washington
Junction Monday morning at 3 o’clock,
and to return Tuesday at 5 p. m. That
they might make their regular trip, the
to appear at EllsHall
last even-

warden allowed them

ing,

Judge
hearing was had.

before

when

a

spondents

guilty,

found

were

The
and

each

L.

case.

CO-lUNti

grange hall—Dance and supper.
Thursday evening, May 23, at Hancock
hall- Address by Hon. Herbert M. Heath,
of Augusta, on “Modern Live Republicanism”.
Friday evening, May 24, at Masonic hall
—Sociable by Irene chapter, O. E. S. All
Masons and families invited.

May 25,

at

Society

hall—Dance.

Monday, May 27, at Hancock hall
Concert and dance by E. M. C. orchestra.
Ladies to hall after
Tickets, 25 cents.
concert, 10 cents.
Tuesday evening, May 28, at Society hall
—Dancing school and extra.
—

Wednesday evening, May 29, at Methoof H. class; 15

dist vestry—Supper by G.
cents.
COUNTY.

Tuesday and Wednesday, June 25 and
26—County W. C. T. U. convention at
Winter Harbor.

Tuesday and Wednesday,
—Amherst fair.

Sept.

a

24 and 25

re-

Our products on sale
leading grocers.

F. Giles

appeared

for the

The forty-one trout were
shipped by
Warden Shea to the Eastern Maine general hospital to be used there for food
purposes, under instructions of the fish
and game commissioners.

By

the Day

or

can save a

all the

little at

success

is

time.

a

simply

a

pf sticking to your sav-

matter

ing plan—making your
Character stronger than
any

Temptation
to spend.

Hancock Co. Savings
-BankMaine
Ellsworth,
Commenced Business
1873.
May 1,

Let’s put

life—

new

class —some snap and go—
a
little individuality—into
j
vour next order for printing.
You’ll get it too—at the....
over 5 and 10c store
Progressive Printing
& Advertising Co.
Maine
Ellsworth,

i

YOU PLANT

SWELEIT
You
You

can

better)

want

PEAS

the best varieties and tbc best
quality of seed.

obtain Burpee’s (and there are none
the ELLSWORTH OREENHOUSE.

at

Telephone 43.
IS YOUR

Hour.

SPRING

SUIT

In shape to wear?
clean and press It.

APPLY AT

P.W. Alley’s Lilery Stable,
Franklin st., Ellsworth.

Amherst Fair Date.

by

Everybody

atmtrtiBEjnntos.

Automobile
Service

dough-

HOLZ.

j

with the

State.

I.ynn superior

mixer which wall be installed at
once.
Xo human hands can
mix as well. Call and inspect.

Financial

EVENTS.

Wednesday evening, May 22, at Baptist
vestry—Supper by ladies’ social circle.
Thursday evening, May 23, at Bayside

fined

statute, $10 each
for the offense, $1 for each fish caught
and $3 each for costs, making the amount
for one $37 and the other $30.
It being their first offense, and it appearing that they had no knowledge that the
stream had beei dosed, the judge suspended sentence upon payment of $5 in
in accordance

at 10.30 a. m.
The Ellsworth reception committee consists of Mayor J. A. Cunningham, C. H.
Leland, C. C. Burrill, Boy C. Haines and
L. H. Cushhman, from the Merchants’ association, and John A. Peters, C. L.
Morang and O. W. Tapiey, from the board
of trade.

Saturday evening,

were

tory

:

All

Kinds

If not. let

of

mo

Repairing.

DAVID FRIEND.
Main Street..Ellsworth

The Northern Hancock agricultural society will hold its annual fair on Sept. 24
and 25, at Amherst.
NORTH
Mrs. Harlan
Harbor.

ELLSWORTH.

Perry

has

spent

a

Forrest Moore
Bar Harbor.

returned to Bar

few

days last week

in

Nellie'Maddocks

Miss
Mrs. Ethel
week.

Walker,

visited her sister,
Ellsworth last
at

MOUTH OK THE RIVER.
Miss Eva 9. Chatto, of Ellsworth, spent
Wednesday and Thursday with relatives
here.

requirement.

Made by the Wood Bishop Co,
Bangor. Sold by

Frank Torrey, of Brooksville, spent

days
family.
few

J. P. ELDKIDGE,
Ellsworth.

plans.

had seventeen.

its

A large delegation attended the services
at the chapel Sunday, conducted by Rev.
Mr.
Mr. Guptill and Rev. Mr. Mann.
Mann will go to Bluehill to hold services
this week.

to meet every

Main Street,

weeks at her former home in
Ala., returned last Saturday.

some

Strout, son of Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Strout, and Miss Hazel E. Morrison,
W.

CLARION.
Whether It’S
nace—if It is

Henry M. Hall, who has been visit-

Two Ellsworth young people were marAugusta last Wednesday—Everett

to Loan THE—=

Collateral

served.

ried at

WALSH, ELLSWOKTII.

ON

were

was accompained by her aunt,
Emily Thompson, of Florence, who

Fire Insurance
with E. J.

for

Florence,

their

by placing

refreshments

She

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE L

MASON,

ELLSWORTH..MAINE.

evening.

inspection,
Mrs.

Engine

to Nokoinis Rebekah
After the work and

lodge last

ing

vivid reminder that it is about time [5j

fire in your deer old home
Don’t be without Insurance

C. W. & F. L.

Speeding

Fire

|

worth

present.

be

Mrs. Frances Homer, president of the
Rebekah assembly of Maine, paid an official

a

candy

sale of home-made

at short notice.
Everything made clean, baked
clean, wrapped clean, and sold
clean at the Sanitary Bakery.
I have en route from the fac-

and

given Saturday afternoons at the Dorr j
! store 01 Main street under the auspices of ; the visitors there, or at the train. The
The special train will leave Ellsworth for
the Village improvement society.
Washington county and New Brunswick
first will be held next Saturday afternoon

is

for the

at Grand

picked-up
players went to

Seed Oats

pieces

music

of W

afternoon at 2.30 to

A

_

A

followed the entertainment.

devoted to the work of the society,
n xt
6 p. in.
I and the public is especially urged to be
E. C. Osgood was one of the lucky fish- 1
1 iberal in its patronage. The special work
men of the past week, binding a four- I
in band is to add to the fund pledged by
n
salmon
at
Patten’s
Saturd
pond
pound
j the society to the city to aid in building
P. E. Kearns has Broken ground for tlie a concrete walk on the north side of Main
building of a house on the lot on Court street from Oak to the station, and, if
street which he recently
purchased of ) possible, beyond.
Capt. John A. Lord.

Lowest Rates.

■*

of

lightfully.

the

A series of cooked

church will

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Sheathing Paper.

of

tra, will give a concert »nd dance at Hanco k hall next Monday evening.

FIRE INSURANCE,
Prompt Adjustments.

chapel

Congregational church.
The

Merchants’ association appointed to meet the excursionists on their
visit here met Monday, and arranged
trade

I

last

week

with

last week.

|

in

Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes, Groceries,
Grain, Provisions,

I invite you to inspect the stock I have at my store just opened in the
Joy building on Main street.

^

■

#
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•

Main

st.

V

»

J

for the next three weeks I shallvhave a
SPECIAL SALE of Hoots and Shoes, offering a discount of 50c on *3.50 and $4 grades

a

F. B. Sadler’s

Mrs. Alice Smith, of Dexter, was the
guest of her uncle, D. C. Reynolds and

wife,

| FOR BARGAINS
(Flour,
.AJ.

H.

P.

Ellsworth.

CARTER.
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ftlutnal Btntht Column.
BV

KDITRD

ft*

Prayer Meeting Topic For the
Beginn ng Mey 26, 1912.

“*U»T M41>OE*‘

Thi* column u devoted to the Grange, esto tbe grange* of Hancock county.
Tbe column la open to all granger* for the
diacnasion of topic* of general Interest. and
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
• hort and concise.
All ccmmu Bleat ions mud
be signed, but name* will not be printed
cept by permission of the writer. All communication* will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

pecially

44Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—ills for the nmtu»
benefit, and alias in he helpful »n«l nopefuf
Being f »r the common good. It l» f»r thi oamot) use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for iheInterchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and ttssuccesadependsjargelj
Comon the supiKtri given u Iti this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permftason
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, bui none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thk America*.
‘■'Usworth, Me.

Week

Topic. —Missionary progress In Asia.—
Edited by Rev
Acts xili, 1-3. xlv. 19-21
Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.
Asia was the birthplace and the craIn Asia also
dle of the human race.
the great religions of the world, which
number their adherents b.v the mil
lions, had their origiu. Here were born
and lived the founders of Brahmanism.
Buddhism. Confucianism. Mohammed
anlsm and. supreme over all. ChrisId
Asia today a gigantic
tianlty
struggle Is taking place among these
world religions for the final suprema*y. Under such circumstances we may
well study the signs of missionary
progress In this great continent, even
as the early church assembled to listen
to the reports of the first missionaries
who bad gone to the gentiles In the
All
western part of Asia—Asia Minor.
opposition to Christianity In Asia is
The worshipers of false
not ended.
gods have not all abandoned their
All rilling dynasties have not
faith.
•worn allegiance to King Jesus, and
yet great progress Is being made
Slowly but surely the kingdoms of
Asia are becoming a part of the kingdom of our laird and Saviour Jesus

Motto:

«

!
j

!

ac-

___

.Meeting of Green
Thursday, May *3
Mountain Pomona grange with Schoodic
grunge, Winter Harbor.

Friday, June 7
Pomona

TMBBBST MKDIl'M.

Take the open air;
The more you take the better.
Follow nature’s laws
To the very letter.

]
:

Burry.

ham's

it.
1
No doubt but Mary P. would find, should
■he attend one reunion, that she knew sev- !
era! of the sisters.
She surely knows Frances !
and Bonnie, who, if they don't write soon. I
shall move to expel. This morning we have a ;
fine rain, so I don't,have to go out to feed the j
chickens, and it is too wet to clean house, so I
will answer some.of the many letters I owe.
1
Hope you will have letters enough on hand
so this will have to wait its turn.
Dell.

J

in the

from

Mary

"1 am ao glad to know you have recovered
from your recent iilnesa. 1 missed reading
what Deli hail to say.
I enjoy the M. B. colunm very much.
Don't know the sisters only
Dell. I hope to be able to meet them at the
next reunion.
1 often think of the times 1
have ridden past
your home and seen the
little chicks and large chicks; always enjoyed
seeing them.
1 came across a few verses that were cute; I
will send them to you. I have been confined
to my room over a week.
Have a trained
nurse.
Am getting better.
A nurse is not a
bad thing to have around: 1 have a nice one.
Think 1 shall be dressed to-morrow."

rival

ress.

3. Commercial changes in Asia lndl
missionary progress. The peoples
of the world are today more closely together than ever before. The commercial ties that bind eastern and western
are
nations
together
particularly
This new and higher commerstrong
cial relationship is undermining the
Asiatic hatred of the foreigner which
-ias so obstructed Christian progress.
The intense hatred of the oriental to
all that is foreign has been one of the
cate

We

hope

you

have

regained your

j
i

j
1

usual

reasonably straight
and when I see
looking,
unreasonably full skirts of a few season* p ast,
so
look
th
it
they
floppy
they do oo| look neat.
Hope the sisters are not ail worn out with
bouse-cleamng. Dell is not the ouiy one who
with a vacuum
ba« lightened the work
rleaner, for Lyall has it new one that goes by
would
flectric power Wish she
writefup her
Mol
trip to tne Hub for the column.

Bar Harbor, May 8.
Dear Aunt Madge iincl M. B. Sulm:
I have not forgotten any of you. but have
been feeling so ill that I have neglected all
my friends. 1 am afraid. I wish to thank all
M-B 'a for the many pretty post-cards I re-

ceived from them. Got a letter from Aunt
obstacles to missionary prog- Maria a. lovely long one. which was as good
as a tonic.
Hope I get another soon. Have
ress. and hence as it passes away the
had three sick with measles
ages twentyoutlook brightens perceptibly.
one. eighteen and eight, so my hands have
v 4. Every branch of direct missionary
beeh preity busy
activity in Asia Indicates progress.
I see you are gettibg neglected and have to
The educational work Is progressing fill the column yourself, except for Susan and
Medical work, Aunt Sue. I read their letters with enjoyby leaps and bounds
which has always been such an Impor- ment. 1 can almost hear Aunt SVte talk as she
The writes about her travels, la the same way
tant factor, is most prosperous.
number of churches, of schools and of she used to explain my Sunday school lesson.
in India Do you remember, AuotJSue?
converts Is ever increasing,
Yes, Aunt Madge, I, too, believe it will not
the "no caste" people or outcasts are
hurt us to speak a kind word to the fallen,
finding refuge In Christianity. China but how apt we are to turn away. We do not
has adopted the educational systems of follow the teaching of our Saviour I am afraid,
Christians, and Korea, though polit- where He says: “Let him who is without sin
ically controlled by Japan, is still faith cast the first stone.”
ful to Christianity. The signs of the | Well, Aunt Madge and sisters. 1 hope we
times in Asia are most encouraging will all meet at the reunion this summer
With best wishes and love to all.
Jbxnik.
from every standpoint. No matter in I
I assure you we all appreciate your letwhich direction we look, "every prospect pleases." and If the church rises to | ter, for we know you made a special effort
Its great opportunities and takes ad I to write to us.
vantage of the favorable conditions,
Our Red Cross niece sends the following
brought about by modern and varied clipping. Will she please accept thanks for
changes, Christianity will make enor- post-card.
mous strides toward gaining the as
HKD CROSS CONFSRKNCK.
Washington, May 7
Delegates from the
cendancy in Asia, the continent of re-

Christian Endeavor Among Indians.
Wheo Dr Clark was Id Spokaue.
Wash., od bis way home from India
he was visited by Peter F. Corbett, a
highly educated .Nez Perce Indian,
who Is prominent among the ranchers
of northern Idaho and is Identified
with the state bank of Karnlah.
He told Dr. Clark that more than
500 Indians on the Nez Perce reservation belong to the Christian Endeavor
society. In the town of Kamiah there
A peculiar
are ninety-five members.
feature of the situation Is that the
members almost all are the older people of the tribe. There are six Presbyterian churches on the reservation,
and the work is progressing all the
time.

I
|

_

Dear 8i»tere of the M. B. C\:
Why don’t you write a letter for our column? Aunt Madge don’t like to say too
much, so I will take my turn at scolding,
and try to take my turn at writing, although
I don’t know what I am going to write about
and I think anybody coaid do as well as that.
Have been away from home for six weeks
and it seems good to be back. It was a combination business and pleasure trip. There
was enough of business so that I did not come
home penniless, and enongh of pleasure so
that “the memory lingers still".
Went to see “The Old Homestead" played,
and enjoyed it very much. The music was
fine, and Uncle Josh was so true to his part

and the

neat

I suppose that like myself you are all bousecleaning, unless you are fortunate enough 'o
have finished. I have been trying ft vacuum
cleaner which certainly dob* seem a great

help, hut as

it

rented. I was obliged to
use it on several different rooms in the short
time it was at my disposal, aud it seems odd to.
clean in patchwork sort of fashion as I have
always been accustomed to finish one room
before beginning the next.
I wonder what our grandmothers would
have thought of our modern methods of doing work. Sometimes, after running the
washing machine, cream separator, churn
and butterworker I think house work is
mostly turning cranks.
One of my diversions is trying experiments.
Sometimes they are a success and sometimes
not. Occasionally when I am cooking some
of the things which have proved a success 1
think maybe the M. B.'s would like to try
them. too.
Strawberry time will soon be
here, and strawberry shortcake will be in order. Just try this recipe for a change:
was

Strawberry Shortcakr—Ooe quart flour,
one heapiug teaspoon soda, two of cream tartar, one of salt, sift all together and rub into
it one-half cup of iard. To the yolks of three
milk to make a
eggs add sufficient sweet
dough as soft as can be handled. l>o not stir,
but toss lightly together. Roll out the dough
and bake in three layers.
To one quart of
berries add a generous cup of sugar. nfl>re it
sour.
Butter tit- layers and
berries are

—

READINGS.

tighter,

are

ih-ar M. B*:

—

BIBLE

no

skirts

greatest

Isa. xxxv. 1-10: 1IL 7; liv. 1-3:
Jer. xxxi. 6-12: Ps. ii. 72: 1-12;
Matt. x. 519: xiil. 31 33; xxvill.
19. 20; Mark xvl. 14-20; Acts L
1-8; Rev xxii. 17.

that I cannot think of bis being anything
iifferent off the stage.
Then I saw two little cub* in a show window. Haw them several times, and they were
so cunning.
It did not seem that they could
ever grow into savage brutes.
Got quite a number of idea* about spring
styles, but have no time to write fashion notes
this timeBut will say that I think that
hats are prettier than last year, am) skirts
are

Red Cross societies of the world and representatives of practically eyery civilised nation are gathered here to-day for the opening session of the ninth international Red
Cross conference. The conference will continue until May 17, with the tesions open to
the public after to-day.
Senator Root, of New York, was selected to
call the body to order and welcome »be foreign visitors, in the absence of President
Taft, head of the Amelia Red Cross. The
only other speeches on the program for the
tirst meeting were a welcoming address to the
delegates from beyond the seas by Brazilian
Ambassador D. Dag ima, on behalf of South
America, and a response by Gustave Ador.
president of the international committee of
the Red Cross.
A feature of the conference is a comprehensive collection of exhibits on display.
F. L. C.

a

visitors

present.

sent,

program

no

Tbe lecturer being ab-

presented.

was

hunt

peanut

a

During

an.;

_

Forty-four were present at the last
meeting. The third and fourth degrees
A
were
conferred on one candidate.
bountiful harvest supper was served.
The program was omitted and the lime
spent In making plana for children's
night, Jane 4, A committee was appointed to have the program and refreshments in charge. The ladies will furnish
a

JOHN flORITV, 3Rt. SIU-IVAN.

furnished

The children

tendance.

very

place berries between, reserving about four
spoonfuls of the sweetened luice
Whip
whites of eggs to a stiff froth, add three tablespoon* sugar aud lastly beat into it the berry
juice and spread over top of cake and serve

immediately.

While waiting for strawberries to ripen,
one-fourth of shortcake ingredients
using one egg yolk and make golden tarts,

take

the

are

new

MariAVille grange
May 18; fiftypresent. Two candidates were Instructed in the first and second degrees,
and one application was filed. Children’*
night will be June 22. Next Saturday
evening there will be a harvest feast, and
all are requested to bring food. Tbe litthree

a

supper May 29.

HIGHLAND. 3M, NORTH PKNOBMXTT.
There ws* work m the third and fourth
degrees at Highland grange May 17. A
program of Pinging, readings and a question

“experiments”

was

and

Cake

given.

coffee

wen-

Forty members and three Visitors
from Halcyon grange were present.

Th

Demon* of

the

Swamp
• re mosquitos.
As they sting they put deadlv
malaria germs in the blood. Then follow the
icy chills and the fires of fever. The; appetite
flies and the strength fails; also malaria often
paves the way for deadly typhoid. But Electric Bitters kill and cast out the malaria
germs from the blood; give you a fine appetite and renew your strength.
After long
suffering." wrote Wm. Fret well, of Lucama,
N. C., “three bottles drove all the roalarU
from my system, aud I’ve had good health
ever since."
Best for all stomach, liver and
kidney ills. 50 eta. at all druggists.

ftAUVKjNT HOME,

as

&OLl)B» THOl'UHT.
O, do not pray for easy lives. Pray to be
stronger men. Do not pray for tasks equal to
your powers. Pray for power equal U» your
tasks, then the doing of your work shall be no
miracle. But you shall be a miracle. Kvery
day you shall wonder at yourse'f—at the richness of life
which has come to you by the
grace of God.—Phillip* Bmokt.
—

—

K I I'l KKV
The

TO

CAKIIIOI

bill to construct

a

lightship

to be

placed off Monhegan island has passed the
Senate.

This

point

is

one

of the most

dangerous on the Maine coast, and the
citizens and mariners have been trying
for years to get Congress to establish a

lightship

The offices of chaplain and ceres, vacated
by resignation because of removal from
the community, were filled by the Election of Clarington J. Carter at chaplain,
aud Josie L. Clark as ceres. They were
installed by the secretary. Therewith*
a dance st the grange hall May 22.

w

ere

potato

3N9, NORTH KLLH WORTH.

A program of readings,

fifed.

j

sioric*

was

ly?
The next meeting will be roll-call.
Each member is requested to be prepared
to help on the program. A box sociable
w ill also be
held, each sister to bring a
box with lunch for two; the boxes to be
sold.
The grange will have
June il, also on the

(<er

a

dance and tup-

evening of July 4.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Lydia Springer

Sound

Saturday.

Mrs.

Frank Burkhart is

gratulations
born

from

returned

May

Mrs.

on

the

receiving cona daughter,

birth of

19.

Althea Smith and

ence, of Methueu,
here Sunday.

Mass.,

him.

He

was

seized

with

on

friends

cramps after

nearly reaching the boat with the boy and
both sank. At Cape
Elizabeth Merrill
L*wis, aged eighteen, of South Portland,
was drowned by the
swamping of a small
boat.

Itching pile* provoke profanity, but profanity won't core them. i>oan'* Ointment
cure* itching, bleeding or protruding pile*
after year* of sufferiug. At any drug store.
—Adel.

Father (impressively)— Suppose 1 should
be taken away suddenly, what would become of you, my boy?
Irreverent Son
I’d stay here.
The question is, what
would become of you?
If you haven't the time to exerice
regularly
Doan’s Kegulet* will prevent constipation.
mild. easy, healthful action of
the bowels without griping
Ask your druggist for them. 2bc.—4dot.
a

Lovely

Hair.

Parisian Sag,* Immediately Banishes

Dandruff,

Slops Sealp Itoh and
makes the Hair Radiant and
Charming.
—

applied
.scalp itch goes over night; dandruff
disappears; hair stops falling and the
scalp becomes immaculately clean and
free from germs.
There’s a delightful treat coming to
your scalp if you haven’t tried PARISIAN Sage. Girl with Auburn hair
on

every carton and bottle. 50 cents
at G. A. Parcher’s and dealers
every-

.•'

y

ground,?®1
'M

May

».

(
~"

Pampas

P.lT
JolliedrTT* !i*

Awful
A thousand tongue, could not
gratitude of Mra. J. K. Coa, of
her wonderful deliverance rron,
'*»*
pneumonia h
a dreadful cough." ah. writes. "Homo:.1,
had «uch awful coughing .pells I
would die. 1 could get no help from
treatment or other medlcluea till I
King-. New
But I owe
this wonderful remedy, for I scarofv
’
“n
at all now." Quick and .ale.
th,
•" thcoal and lung med
'!*blc bottle
guaranteed U)c suit Si re rtf':
beery
rrt»l
bottle free at all druggist.
an

..

in' .J"

Jd7,n'V28

"Typhoid

Discovery.

IHJ?

It"

j*

where.

■

i

b?J!

m

Justice Eli

Jarfffr In HimI H,.
of CilllU Mt)l«.i>nn

Cherry.

j

—

A bad .ore on hi.
bullied aeeeral doctors and lone c.i-sTS
remedies.
1 thought it wa.
wrote.
"At last f used Bucklen't
A,a,i
naive, sod was completely cur.,1
"
burn* boila. ulcers, cuts, bruis.,
pil“tv eeuta av all

£ |

druggists.

iSlrtjtrtiefnmui

A

Thorough lest
That

Will

Convince

the

Moat Skeptical Ellsworth
Header.

Caret that la»i

are cure*

Kidnry

Pill*

that

mm.

inak

tin

r

offc

The following ca*e »* typical.
KlDworth resident* should

t*

«oo-

tbe

ctire

riotad.
Tbe

testimony it confirmed

lasted.

Proof like thi* cannot be igt:.
K. P.

Lord, KID worth Palls,

1

M

*aji:

"You may add to the md- '-* meat of
[loan’* Kidney Pill* I gave in ! *e tint I
e to be
util! consider them the best m*-l-

Vuincy tremble. Thi
pflccted haa hewn permanent, away* glad to make the f»[Statement given August 5,
On July 8,1908, Mr. L"rd •*..
had for

koute attack* of backache and
papwrially oever* when ! *t> >;»

having

When

one

:&ey
1

:

*1-

n

*

kfc

*a.

! h»d
t

wtre
!

of tb***1

:nree

year* ago I decided to try !>■■•<
Pills, and got a supply at M
■itore. They corrected my tr-u-

h

loejr

■>

Drag

r.

* re-

markably short time,
[hem 1 enjoyed much

Taking

dare

never

Doan’*

heard of

Kidney Pilla

and

aft«-r

I

better
an

navt

in*Unr«
fa:.

.«n«re

1 u*;

rove

Ml is factory.’*
cent#.
For sale by all dealer*. Pr
V
York,
Poster-Mil burn Oo., BufTal
K»le agents for the I'nited Mat*
Iternember the name -LKasi -* a'.a uke
ao

other.

Gases in Stomach
Poison the Blood.
ia*

Gas form* in your storm
the food you eat ferments

! turn*

sour.

Allow this ferroentati
:iB“
and these gases become poi-til** iHji-ou gets Into tbe h!"1
MI-O-N A stomach to le*..fermentation almostly inst
the poisonous gases into
ihrouit*
eliminate the poison most
the kidneys.
!rr'iW<
If you have any aton >•
*“*
such as gas, sourness, he.iv.nleocy, or shortness of
»n
O-X.V will give gratifying r-it.t
five minutes.
-*"
* I
They are sold on money
Indigestio*,
chronic
for acute or
dixxtness,
nervousness,
t r»
sleeplessness, etc Sold by I.
cher and druggists everywi.erc
cents a box.
■

--—¥

■

A iiiSf ©RT at I o&

WEBSTER'S

■

t

NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
THE MERR1AM WEBSTER
The Only Kew unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and esseact
edge. An Encyclopedia in»
»
single book.
...
The Only Dictionary with tnc
New Divided Page.
400,000 Words. 2700 Pag*

PARISIAN’ Sage is not a dye
it
does not contain poisonous
sugar of
lead or any other dangerous ingredient.
It is a high grade scientific combina
tion that will put life,
lustre and
beauty into any hair the minute it is

The King’s Business First.
A young English miner In order to
attend to his duties as superintendent
In cases of rheumatism, relief frohi pain
at a Junior CbrlstlaD Endeavor society
sacrifices one shift of his work every makes sleep and rest possible. This may
be obtained by applying Chamberlain’s
week. The King's business first!
Liniment. For sale by all dealers.

theeitre^’

tbe remainder of the forenoon
in r earing up tbe achool
planting free*.

of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knovfu

AUumisnnrat*,

—

They induce

Raymond^?®*’
reading, Floyd Parkin.; nSKu£?
colm Rice; dialogue.
Alter

daughter Flor-

called

Warren, aged twenty-five, of
Mrs. Joseph Leighton and infant son, of
Vassalboro, and the five-year-old son of
Charles Tobey, were drowned Sunday at Bar Harbor, spent a few days recently at
Webber pond. The boy was knocked into William Emery’s. Her little daughter
the water by the boom of a sailboat, and Marjorie went home w ith her.
Warn n jumped into the water to save
Hubbard.
May JO.
D.

W.kJiff*

Ooldie
Jonm

conun-

given. Question.
What share, if any, of the income of the
farm should belong to the wife exclusive-

drums and

Mrs.
Aroostook

crop of 1911 is estimated at between
and
14,000,000
15.000,000
bushels,
leaving between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000
bushels that were sent to the starch factories, used for seed and food purposes
there in the county or lost.
Carl

N ICO LIN,

S'icoliil Orange held a regular meeting
May 16; thiny-seven member* and tbre*
Two application*
visitors were present.

there.

The total sale of the

410, WKHT KLLH WORTH.

Harvest Home grange met May lb; sixteen members and one visitor present.

imaging*

j
|

ARBUTUft, 450, HURRY.
The regular meeting of Arbutua grange
was held May 17; only twelve present.

tried.

J1*?;
m1*1*!

run?*.

met

axle and

(food these things taste, in
tion, we read about thera:

recilationa.

Adell. Temple; reading.,
Malcolm Rice; recitation,

an ex-

MARIAVIU.K. 441.

think because no mention is made of
ggs that it is an error, and the doughnuts
will in consequence be only a choice ruorael
for the d »g, for he will probably object to currants. and you will want the doughnuts for
Li:**.
yourself.
Mere

lion,
Crane;

Doan'*

not

J- T.

Arbor day, Cliftoi? IVtte]
\ ictor My rick;
readme

One

cellent Arbor day program, and were'
given a treat of randy and peanuts by the j
grange. The evening was much enjoyed.)

FaciT DoruBBUTs—One cop sugar, one cup
buttermilk, three labft-ftpcv.ns cream,
c ream
one level teaspoon soda, one of
tartar.
A little ginger to {.'event sinking fat. and
flavor.
Add
three quarters
lemon
cup
chopped raisins or curranU and stir all together. Use suffic ient flour to handle easily.
<Vh«D cooked, dip top iu granulate d sugar.

)

The
Birch Harbor school
sad
teacher, Mias L. F. Htinson,
Arbor
nay. Program: Ream [Jo1"1
Rice; recitation, Lola Young
Colon Church; recitation.
K,t,. i'”*.
dialogue, grade 1; recitation
Steveoa: dialogue; reeding.
l,db,
1

Friday night was children'sj night in
John DorUy grange, *n<1 it was very pleasing to the memlwrs 10 have *0 targe an at-

•our

daughter,

program tor tbe tint meeting.

erary program was well carried out.
The MariavUie grange circle w til hold

Mow

her

was

LAMOINK.

which are a pleasant change from the oldfashioned variety
One more experiment at this time and 1 am
done.

Do

visiting
Perry.

thuau!

served.

strength by this time.

ligions

pro fern, tornisbed

lecturer

Mrs. A. H. Winslow is in p,,*

bor

cialnly worried.

f

j

re-

After

apent.

conducted by
Nor* Carter and Laura] Cray.

Compound

P.’s

served at

were
waa

received.

program.___

recess

For 30 years Lydia E. Plnkhani’s Vegetable (
has been the standard remedy for female ills. No one siok with woman's ailments /
does jnstlee to herself who will not try this fa- S
I
moos medieine, math' from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health. I
R^K«.\VritetoI.ri»IA E. 1*1 Mill AM MEIIK IXEt’O.
tCOXEIIlEXTlALi LVXX. MASS., for adviee. \
Vour letter will be opened, read and answered Q
by a woman and held in striet eonfidenee.

by Mary P.,

ing you some extracts
letter to her.
She says:

religion Is not so general
The spirit of toleraor so pronounced.
All such
tion prevails more widely.
changes foreshadow missionary progas a

restored her health.
HERE IS HER OWN STATEMENT.
Paw Paw, Mich.—“Two years ago I suffered
I could not
very severely with a displacement
be on my feet for a long time. My physician
treated me for several months without much relief, and at last sent me to Ann Arbor for an operation. 1 was there four weeks and came home
suffering worse than before. My mother advised
me to try I.vdia E. 1 “inkham's Vegetable Compound, and i did. To day I am well and strong
and do all mv own housework. 1 owe my health
to I.vdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
advise every woman who is afflicted with any
female complaint to try it.”— Mrs. Okvill* ItocK,
It. It. No. 5, Paw Paw, Mich.

“THERE NEVER WAS A WORSE CASE.”
Rockport, Ind.—“ There never was a worse ease of women’s ills
than mine, and I cannot begin to tell you what I suffered. For over
two years I was not Able to do anything. I was in 1 ted for a month
and the doctor said nothing hut an operation would cure me. My
father suggested Lydia K. I*inkham’s Vegetable Compound; so to
able to
please hint 1 took it, and 1 improved wonderfully, so 1 am
travel, ride horseback, take long rides and never feel any ill effects
from it
I can only ask other suffering women to give Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial Indore submitting to an operation.”
—Mrs. Makoaret Meredith, K- F 1). No. 3, Rockport, Iud.
AVe will pay a handsome reward to any person who will prove to us
that these letters arc not genuine ami truthful—or that either of these
women were paid in any way for their testimonials, or that the original letter from each did not come to us entirely unsolicited.

as you will all realyou read the stanzas above.
Thanks to Dell for the privilege of giv-

poem aent
ize when

greatly in-Tense
2. Religious changes In India Indicate
Many changes
missionary progress.
have taken place Id the religious practices and customs of the people of
Asia. The worst practices of the religions have been discontinued by law
or as a result of enlightenment and education. The antagonism to Christian-

ity

vast amount of truth

waa

hrookun, 251.
At the last meeting of Brooklin grange
there were twenty-one member, and two

—

use

a

abort

Vegetable Compound

Dear M. B. Friend*:

There is

ceas, and a
recess, the

The following letter from Mrs. Orville Rock will prove how unwise
it is for women to submit to the dangers of a surgical ope rat ion when it
maybe avoided by taking Lydia E. linkhani's Vegetable Compound.
She was four weeks in tlic hospital and came home suffering
worse than before.
Then after all that suffering Lydia E. link-

!

which will therefore advance the inthe Christian religion have
been made in Asia in recent years
China has become a republic. Japan
is more and more adopting the ways
In India the
of western civilization.
rule of Great Britain is acquiesced in
with less hatred and opposition. Turkey and Persia have constitutional
governments. The old orders are passing away, and with the coming of the
new the prospects for the more rapid
of
Christ's
advancement
kingdom

Saiidw ichce and coffee
aocial boor

Please Read These Two Letter*.

Eat the simplest food.
Drink the pure cold water;
Then yo u will be well—
If you're not you ought to.
—Jranelte G. Johnson.

terests of

One applies! Ion

attendance.

Let no dread of sickness
Make yon ever fearful.

Many political changes

__

Seagirt grange

Freely exercise;
Keep your spirits cheerful.

\

with

HRAOIRT, 471. aOCTH PRKR IH1.E.
met May 11, with a good

Let the doctors go
To the Bay of Biscay.
Let the gin alone.
The brandy and the whiskey.

!

Meting of Hancock
Arbutua grange.

—

grange

BIRCH HARBOR.
A eon ... born May !«,0
Mr.
Lewi* Temple.

aaay.

DATBa.

Christ.
The questions which I propounded to
The signs of the times clearly indl- i the nieces l*st week were answered before
cate missionary progress In Asia, no i
they appeared m print. Was the wireless
matter from what standpoint we view
message of my thoughts communicated to j
them:
these helpers whose letters will be read
1. Political changes in Asia Indicate
with much pleasure this week? To you j
The character each and all I am
missionary progress
very grateful.
of the government has much to do
ZVnr Aunt Mador
"With the progress of Christianity in
Guess you will think I have not much to do, j
any country. The freer the people the coming so soon again. But here is a letter
under
more opportunities they possess
from Mary P of Gardiner, a member of our!
the government; the greater the liber- j circle, whom I hope many of you may j
remeet
at the next reunion. Hope ere this is in |
own
ty they enjoy to follow their
be out again. This little poem
ligious inclinations and convictions the print she may
she sent is so go<nl and true, hope you may
J
more rapid will be the progress of

Christlanty.

3lmonci tl)t C'rangtrs.

6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this mo*
remarkable single volume.

Write forumpl*
P*rpages, full
tlC\iiAT9t
K»®«

‘•‘U

•-TJS
M«i

% let

Of

pocMt
HP*

I

FOR MAINE VOTERS TO CONSIDER.
■ —....

Do they Prefer for U. 8. Senator a Man of Experience and Unparalleled Record—Who Goes
After Results and Gets them?

!

»* well as Republicans
in
tne
nous*
who regretted his defeat for re-election.
A successful business man, with a wide
knowledge of affairs, he showed sound
Judgment in ddkllng with business legislation. He also is a very successful organizer. Ten years ago he was one of
the very foremost In blocking out the
campaign for the re-apportlonment measure by which the
membership of the
House was fixed at 391 in spite of the
old leaders. As the rankprotests of the
ing member of the census committee, he
had a like role In the framing of the reapportionment hill, which the House
and which was afterward killed
passed
In the Senate during the closing hours
of the last session. Both apportionment
carried
measures
were
through the
House by non-partisan co-operation. In
that connection much was said on each
occasion about "taking care of Maine."
That was the object of Mr. Burleigh’s
The
in behalf of both bills
activity
to
retain
State has been anxious
Its
four members of the House.

Hit Work

on

Building Bills.

Mr. Burleigh has borne no small part
In the public building legislation of the
last decade. He had a place on the public building committee, next to the chairman, and was a champion of the government’s
transacting Its business In
buildings that it owned. He did much
hard preliminary work In preparing omnibus building Dills, served as chairman
of one of the leading sub-committees,
the jurisdiction of which embraced all
the New England States, and conductedi
to final authorization a great number of
public building projects. He always discouraged the Injection of politics Into
legislation of this sort and insisted upon consideration of the public business
as the sole basis for action.
Some years before coming to Congress
he served two terms as
governor of
lfaine, and is said to have given the
Ftate the best business administration It
had had In a quarter of a century. He
gave to State affairs the same careful
attention that he had been accustomed
to bestow upon his private affairs. This
policy brought him wide popularity in
every county of the State, and has always helped pile up a big vote for him
at election time.
Although the Democrats, of recent
years, have been very active in central
Klalne. and especially In Kennebec county, of which nls home city of Augusta
Is the seat, he has retained many good
friends in their ranks, and but for an
unexpected defection In a couple of
cities, which might have been avoided,
would have even survived the big landslide of last September.
Maine has very few living former representatives. Mr. Burleigh Is the only
survivor in that class, save one who
served a term and a half. Maine Republicans have long followed the policy
of keeping their representatives at \\ ashington, and of promoting representatives
to
the
service
efficient
and
of long
Senate/’

Congress for our State In the apportionment of that time, Mr. Dingley expressed the opinion that never again
oould such a victory be won and rfhat
the next apportionment would certainly
see Maine’s representation in the House

Appropriations for Public

Total

debate

upon

that

measure,

and

winning a victory which was univeisally conceded to be "one of the greatest personal triumphs ever achieved by

10,000.GG

.*..

Lighthouse and Fog Signal.

Unequalled Record of Appropriations.

In the 59th Congress Mr.
secured an appropriation of
for a lighthouse and fog
Isle au Haut.

The results
achieved
by Governor
Burleigh in securing needed appropriations for hts District
are
and
State

the absence of the chairman It was his
duty to preside. From 1906 to 1910 he
was always appointed on© of the three
conferee* on the part of the House In
every disagreement between the House
and Senate with reference to omnibus
public building appropriation bills. In
1906 he was appointed one of the six
members of the
Congressional Public
Building Commission which investigatto
ed and reported
Congress on the
matter of public parks In the District
Thus Governor Burleigh
of Columbia.
was not only thoroughly familiar with
the subject of Public Buildings, but
was In a position wht-re he could and
did effectively insist upon the rights of
his own constituents amid all the immense
pressure and conflicting interests of the representatives of the fortyfive states of the union.

85,000.00
70,000.00
860,000.00
6,000.01
10,000.00

(which
During the 61st Congress
commenced Dec. 6, 1910), he
Introduced bills carrying
appropriations
for public buildings in Pittsfield and
Fairfield.
Had he been returned to
the House there is little doubt
that
he would have been able to
secure
substantial
both
appropriations for
these places.

member of the National House."
In 1910, when tha question of re-apportionment again arose, Mr. Burleigh
was alert to the Interests of Maine, and
as a consequence of his efforts we have
retained, and shall retain until 1920 at
least, an undiminished representation
In the National House.
a

nothing short of remarkable.
They
constitute a brilliant page in tho record of a man whose currency Is deods,
not words; who never promises more
than he can perform but performs far
more than he promises; who gooa after
results, and gets them.
When Mr.
Burleigh completed his service in the
in
he
1910
was
House
ranking member
of the Important committee on Public
Buildings, and In direct line for the
In
chairmanship of that committee.

20.000.00
96,000.00
82.000.00

$802,000.00
In other words, the
appropriations
secured by Governor Burleigh during
his fourteen years service on the Public Buildings Committee,
for
places
outside of his own District, amounts
to nearly one-half the
total amount
appropriated for those three Districts
during the preceding 77 years.
Pittsfield and Fairfield Buildings.

"Burleigh bill", having personal charge
all

$76,000.00

Auburn
Bath
Biddeford
Calais
Camden
Old Town
Portland
Waldoboro
Rumford Falls
Caribou

reduced from four to three.
Ten years
later, however, as a member of the
Census Committee, Congressman Burleigh was able to organize and carry
through a bill, bearing his name, which
provided for a representation In Congress sufficiently
enlarged to enable
Maine to retain all four of its representatives in Congress.
He organized
and let the great fight against the combined opposition of Mr. Cannon and
of
the
House
many
great
leaders,
that resulted
in
the
passage of the
of

Buildings

Outsida of Third District
Secured
by Governor Burleigh 8inoe 1897.

Burleigh
$14,400.00
signal at

Securing U. 8. Arsenal Property.
it is genBurleigh
his
service for
performed a signal
State was the securing of the United
States Arsenal property at
Augusta
for the State of Maine.
When Mr.
Burleigh received a favorable report
on the project from the War Department, the committee had
adjourned
Another matter in which
Mr.
erally conceded that

j

for the session and it

was

said that It

impossibility for any action
to be secured.
However, Mr. Burleigh got them together and secured
a unanimous
report in favor of the
transfer of the property. The then
Superintendent of the Maine Insane
Hospital has said that the property
is worth $500,000.00 to the State.
was

an

Summary of Appropriations Secured
for Maine by Governor Burleigh.
the public
harbor appropriaRiver and
tributes to Governor Burleigh's standtions
S578.000.0C
Why, gentlemen of Hancock, only las !
of
the
esteem
fTrosa the Belfast Republican Journal.
selected as typical
Third Maine
year Congressman
Public buildings,
Burleigh secured fo. I ing,
and
at
home
both
held
At the primary election to be held
he
Is
District
his district and for Maine's benefit tn« In which
676.000.0C
Public buildings, other
Maine
great sum of over $380,000 from the na
St the polls In this State on June 17,
in Washington.
Districts
802.000.0t
tional government.
In public
life, a.
will
voters
the
“Influence”
1912.
Republican
is
Acquired?
How
14,400.00
Lighthouse and fog signal
you and I know. Governor Burleigh 1
ehx.se by their ballots s candidate ready and willing night and day to worl
U. S. Arsenal property
600,000.00
The Boston Herald, the leading Inhis Angers’ ends off for the people o
for the office of United States SenNew
In
England.
paper
dependent
Total
12.470,400.00
Maine when they seek his aid. be the)
s' r for the term of six years, comIn an editorial on “Seniority in ConIs 1
Republicans or even Democrats.
We believe
nv ncing March 4. 1913.
strange, then, that we should all of ui
gress,'' has this to say:
Rural Free Delivery Service.
admire, esteem and love Congressman
that their choice will depend, In large
“A man's standing in Congress Is
E. C. Burleigh? It would be basest oi
Governor Burleigh was one of the
the
to
What He Secured for His Districtm<ssure, upon their answer
gained by seniority. His Influence
Ingratitude did we not.”
earliest and most active supporters of
Mr
following questions:
Leigh here quoted what peopl«
During his term of service Governor the Rural Free Delivery service. Hi
there comes from length of service.
i.
Would It not be wise to return outside the State think of Mr. Burleigh
Burleigh secured for his District larger was one or the most active men in
New men, no matter how ambitious
Congressman Olcott of New York, Con !
an experienced and Influential
legisand zealous, have very little Influappropriations than have ever come to
N. Y.
gressman Driscoll- of Syracuse.
Congress in securing the benefits ol
becannot
and
not
lator now, and to send a new man to
and Congressman Fassett of Elmira. N
do
it in any similar period of its history.
They
ence.
this service for his constituents, with
Y.. each paid glowing tributes to thi
their predewhere
co- perate with him four ysars from
work
In that period of fourteen years ths
their
gin
sound Judgment of the brilliant repre
result that no district in the counnow?
following appropriations have been se- the
cessors left off. Speech making does
sentatlve from Maine. Mr. Fassett said
try is better covered with these routes
"That man Burleigh Is & thoroughbred
I
influence; work
cured for the Kennebec River and for
What has the candidate actualnot bring them
1
Ha
than the Third District of Maine.
He Is regarded as a man of rare Judg
the Third Maine District:
ly accomplished for Maine?
brings it—committee work. MemHe doesn’t talk much
ment and ability.
hns received many hundreds of letters
3.
What does the candidate stand
bers work In their committees by
but he accomplishes a great deal and 1
Kennebec river, between Aulive
these
who
from the people
along
the country had more men like him 1
for. as evidenced by hla past record
seniority. Besides, new members do
gusta and Gardiner
$81,000.00
routes—both Republicans and Demowould he much better off."
Kennebec river, from Gardiner
and his present position?
not get and cannot get. In the usThe following article, which appeam
to its mouth
crats- expressing their personal appre275,000.00
4. Will the candidate add strength
ual course of things, appointments
Breakwater at Bar Harbor
50,000.0s) ciation of his prompt and efficient work
In the Washington Post on April 3. 1911
to h!s party?
Moosebac Bar (Bar Harbor)
to the more Important committees."
11,000.00
in this
la of Interest a* voicing the sentiment
Sullivan Falls
written.
Add
were
never
6,000.00 in looking after their Interests
5.
What are hia personal characTruer words
which
of that great paper
8,000.00
dlrec tion.
accurate!J
Bagaduce river
a
of
fine
elements
the
the
analysis
to this
peoteristics, and la he near to
Union river
130,000.0*)
reflects public opinion In Washington:
Parcels
Post
Advocated
System.
20,000.00
ple?
personal character, a genial personality Improving Bucksport Harbor..
Governor Burleigh has always been a
“SEEK LEADER IN MAINE.
In the light of these important conand kindly disposition, keen insight InTotal
$578,000.00
in
the
believer
parcels
firm
post
the
to human nature, a ready appraisal ol
siderations, we propose to test
The following tables show the amount
Though the matter was before anothei
Republicans Consider Former Repre- men and their motives, and tact and
candidacy of that gentleman of spotof appropriations for public buildings
sentative Burleigh.
committee, he took occasion, during Hitless character and reputation, splenlodgment In dealing with them, unsurin the Third District in the years from
last term of service, to personally urge
did
remarkable
executive
passed ability as an organizer, untlrina
ability,
HAS A STRONG FOLLOWING.
of
the
State
to
1897, upon its chairman the desirability of
Industry, and a sincere and unselfish the organization
powers of organization and Influential
as compared with the appropriations seearly and favorable action in this imHon.
desire to be of service to his State and
•tending at
Washington—the
His
to
Record
as
ane
Governor
Owing
since
he
cured by Governor Burleigh
have solved the seportant matter.
tdwin C. Burleigh of Augusta.
Member of Congress. He Has Bear country, and you
Interests of Union Veterans.
Influential position which entered Congress In 1897.
1.
Would it not be wise to return
Urged to Make Race for Senat« cret of tile
has attained In WashingMr. Burleigh has been an indefatigaAppropriations on Account of Public
■n experienced
end influentisl legis
Year—Has
Not
Next
Decidee Mr Burleigh
ton.
Buildings in the Third Maine Con- ble worker in looking after the InterIstor now, snd to send s new man to
Course of Future Action.
of the Union veterans, of whom he
Speech-making alone, as the Boston
•o-operate with him four years from
gressional District from 1820 to ests a
counts
for
but
an
There la
Interesting political situs Herald Justly remarks,
has
large number In his district.
sow ?
1897.
tlon on the northnasternmost corner o
the
work
of
than 3,000 of them (including widreal
Congress,
More
The
little.
If Governor BurlMgh Is sent to th**
the Union. That corner, solidly Repub
$195,781.20 ows of veterans)—both Republicans
Augusta
United States Senate he will resume I lican. with hardly an exception since th- framing of Important measures, com- Belfast
51.535.28
Civil war. heralded last autumn’s Demo
and Democrats—will bear testimony to
1.800.00
mittee' hearings thereon, their discus- Castine
at once that standing which he has
cratic landslide In unprecedented fashion
23,060.70
Ellsworth
his good work in this direction. At the
the public press, the personal
sion
by
by
attained
in
of
Washington
already
Maine la the one State
voting slgnlfl
of his work In Congress
between
views
members,
lnterehange of
cance that holds a September election
his executive ability and his fourteen
Total
$272,177.18 very beginning
It will vote In September. 1912. and Re
he started a set of record books upon
ar.d all those things which operate to
National
the
In
years of
service
are
for
Publio
concerned about na
Buildings which every case was entered as It
publicans, who
the sentiment of members of Appropriations
House.
He was universally concedbegun
tlonal politics have
already ti mould
District
Secured by
in the Third
Upon these books are
came to him.
Congress and determine their vote»—
think about Maine. They want the Pin.
ed to be one of Its leading and strong
Tree State to give the country the rlgh
recorded all the facts relating to each
these things take place not on the floor
Governor Burleigh Sinoe 1897.
a
as
••t members.
At this time,
kind of an Intimation of the outcome o
but
In
the
or
Senate,
case—including copies of the communiof the House
$160,000.00
United States Senator, he would be a
Augusta (enlargement)
the presidential campaign.
120,000.00
rations relating to it received from the
wseks nnd sometimes montns or tvoric Waterville (new building)
Former Representative Edwin C. Bur
tow**r of strength for Maine and her
82.000.00
Bar Harbor (new building)
lelgh. who left Washington a few week:
Pension Department. When we considand consideration and conference which
interests
He is decidedly the logi42,000.00
ngo at the conclusion or 14 years’ servle.
to vote. Ellsworth (enlargement)
er the fact that these cases and the
87 000.00
Belfast (enlargement)
precede their actual submission
cal candidate.
however
In the House, has been mentioned mucl
A new man,
communications relating to them run
connection with Republican effort)
Debate serves a useful purpose in Gardiner (for site and buildIn
able and however zealous, could at.•).
106,000.00
old-time
ing)
the
and
emHi
reclaim
stronghold.
the
to
country
Into the many thousands the enormous
clear to
making
tain at the end of hla six years sersite)
20,000.00
(for
Hallowed
as
denies, however, any Intention of
20.000.00 amount of work Involved will at once
balming in the public record the posi- Bkowhegan (for tite)
vice no higher prestige than that with
■umlng leadership, although his friend
Mr. Burleigh felt that
be appreciated.
tion of the contending parties. There
■ay he Is eminently qualified to wear thi
m‘hlch Governor Burleigh would now
Total .-. 8576,000.10
oratora In both the
mantle. As the dean of the Maine dele
only by keeping such a complete and
are many brilliant
•tart.
Four years from now another
and
ef
11m
Kallowell
gatlon In the House for a number o« House and Senate, but their oratory
In explanation
systematic record of this great work
United States Senator is to be chosen
years and a great political force In oen
has the experience o:
rarely change* a elngle vote In either Skowhegan appropriations tt is to be could he hope to accomplish the best
tral Maine, he
I* it not the part of wisdom to mainmany hard-fought campaigns, and enjen
branch. The Senate uUen uaietis witn noted that the appropriation for a site possible results in handtii g it.
The
tain constantly at par Maine's influthe support of a very ioya* u.uo ving.
Quiet amusement to the “inspired ensures an appropriation for the build- fact that he has been able since he has
ential position in the national counMan Nece sary.
bursts of oratory” of those new mem*
at a subsequent time.
in
to
assist
Strong
ing
a
member
of
b««n
Congress
cils by sending Mr. Burleigh to the
bsrs who have not yet "learned the
In
the adjustment of more than 3.000 of
re-election,
for
Dlstriot.
as to Third
H» was defeated
Senate at this time,
four
Summary
followed
that
spite of ths fact. that, as usual, he ran ropes,” and who fondly Imagine
thura cases is the best possible proof
years from now by a new man who.
In the period of 77 years from the orfar ahead of the rest of the party ticket.
ths fine sounding phrases of a political
this Judgment. In
vrith the co-operation and assistance
ganisation of the State up to 1897, the of the soundness of
Letters urging him to run again for the
are effective in influencstump
speech
House from the Third District—substanCon- addition to these case*. Governor Burof the senior senator In the latter’s
entered
year that Mr Burleigh
in the national councils.
that Blaine long repreths
district
legislation
ing
has
tially
introduced
nearly 260 special
leigh
two remaining years of service, would
gress, the total national appropriations
sented. comprising counties In the KenStates Senate is not unacthe more rapidly attain that Influence nebec valley—have been pouring In upon Ths United
secured
for public pension ard relief bills in cases which
which had
been
in
heard
is
day
customed to talk. It
*hleh his abllltias and capacity may him. Other correspondents have been
buildings In the Third Congressional could not b'i reached under ths general
urging him to become a candidate for and day out, for weeks, months and District wan
1197 law. and has secured favorable action
warrant?
$272,177.1$. Since
sesthe United States Senate. Besides electa
of
single
The
years.
proceedings
III a considerable proportion of them.
Governor Burleigh's Standing.
ing a governor and legislature next year. sion of Congress often fill over 8,000 of the appropriations for public buildings
senaStatee
Fish frorr Government Hatcheries.
will choose a United
In the Third District have amounted to
hi 1»00, Governor Burleigh, against Maine
will undoubtedly the closely printed pages of the Contor. The
campaign
Since he has been in Congress Mr.
$576,000.00.
for a toga, A
to perOverwhelming odds, including the ac- center ranch In this fighthas
Record,
equivalent
gressional
has secured fish from the govBurleigh
redtstrlcted
tive
in
the
fourteen
In
Cannon Democratic legislature
other
et Mr.
words,
opposition
an
of
ordinary
haps over 50,000 pages
ernment hatcheries for important wathe State for local representatives and
other great House leaders, and in Senators, ail of which Is calculated to nove', and a considerable portion of it years Governor Burleigh has been In ters in all the counties In his district.
the face of predictions of utter de- make It more difficult for Republican* is talk. To actually and effectively Inaccentuate*
Congress he hat secured for the Third It Is a matter of record that he has in
f«at. Introduced the bill saving to to regain a majority. This
fluence legislation, is a matter of long
to meet all
demand fer a strong and experienced
District
appropriations for publlo every instance been able
Maine her four representatives in the the
with
Republican to combat for senatorial service and training, combined
the requests of this character from his
the
Bur$303,822.84
honors.
brilliant
exceeding
and
his
Governor
buildings
by
^apportionment,
by
these elements which
district, and not once has any applicaMr. Burleigh has given no definite aneffective work carried it through
leigh possesses in a pre-eminent de- total that had been secured for tho tion of his been rejected by the United
Just before he deswer to these letters.
to victory.
said he was
a man
The National Magazine
he
elements,
from
these
Washington
groii
his
In
Lacking
States Fish Commission.
parted
District by all of
predecessors
of
not ready to announce whether he would
published a fine
of the Congresportrait
the may till many pages
for
nomination
the previous 77 years of the 8tate’s
His State Record.
Governor Burleigh at that time, de- accept oranother
sional Record with his speeches witheven whether he would enter
House,
Governor Burleigh was no new or ununder- out accomplishing anything for
w uue
were
man*
Is
his
history.
inert?
vital,
the race for the Senate. It
tried man when he was sent to repretreat speakers in the National House
stood, however, that under no circum- constituents.
He
Possessing them,
will he be a candidate against
stance
great organizers could be counted
Appropriations Secured by Governor sent the’ people of his district in tha
will get results.
Senator Frye
of Representatives. He
®n the fingers of two
hands, and that j
His intimate friends at the Capitol here
Burleigh for Other Sections of National House
2. What has the candidate actually
had been tried in positions of public
Governor Burleigh was recognized as believe Mr. Burleigh will ultimately beMaine.
or
House
the
a candidate either for
accomplished for Maine?
trust and responsibility, and had meas®oe of them.
It
further
declared come
He and Mrs. Burleigh left
Tn addition to these appropriations ured
the Senate.
This is a most Important consideraup to the expectations of the peothe victory won by him in secur- Washington with the Intention of refor his own District, Mr. Burleigh, as a
for
count
week*
four
and
or
tion.
Words
promises
ple whose confidence and esteem he
“t the passage of the Burleigh bill maining in Boston three
on
Public
Burmember of the
Committee
to Maine. Mr.
of results.
before
returning
barren
are
if
and won, and which he retains
merited
they
naught
“one of the
greatest
persona) leigh’s career In the House made him
Buildings, to which all these matters
triumphs ever achieved by a member very popular with the folks back home. We atart with Governor Burleigh’s rec- were referred, and as a conferee on the today in undirrlnished force. He has
wa*
•f the
ord in Congress.
been all his life equal to every emerIn a quiet but effective manner he
National House.”
part of the House, has had personal gency, and faithful to every trust.
successful in getting things done. He
In the course of a
The Re-apportionment Contests.
speech delivered generally “brought home the bacon,
of the securing of appropriacharge
During his service as treasurer of
Oastine in 1908, Hon. Thomas Leigfc whether It was a matter of a pension
In the third year of his service as a
of
the State.
tions for other sections
better
Maine the public debt was decreased
tlusT to say of Governor Burleigh:
claim for a veteran constituent,
tho
National
of
the
House,
member
comrural
of
The record
public building appro- more than
postal facilities for a remote for river
°* Hancock County and Castine
and the rate of tax,«n years
an
question of re-apportionment arose, priations for this State Is as follows: ation was $400,000,
munity,
appropriation
you and the men of Waldo
reduced from four mills to
a new
dredging, or an authorization for
consequent upon the taking of the cenmerset and we of Kennebec have hon
Public
for
Buildings two and three-quarters mills upon the
Appropriations
ed ourselves
public building.
Mr. Burleigh was then a
sus in 1900.
and benefited not onl)
Successful in House.
In Maine Outside of Third District dollar of the State valuation.
°'d third District but the en
fill
member of the Census Committee, in
of Maine by electing as th«
Mr
of
activity
In 1888 he was elected Governor of
line,
In such
from 1820 to 1897.
Burlaljh
visu-Jct s representative In Congress out
which, by reason of continuous service,
than
any
was probably more successful
Maine by 18.053 plurality over Hon.
Governor, Edwin C. Burleigh o: other man Maine ever sent to the na- ho subsequently acquired the position Bangor
$17$,114.03
and
Wi
Kennebec County.
bift* !?. an<J
Bath
of ranking member.
99,830.23 William L,. Putnam, his Democratic
tional House. He was Indefatigable,
lhls .man. We praise him because
•f °hT.
157.519.53 competitor. He was re-elected in 1890,
Eastport
the results of hls industry not leave
It was his membership of this oomm®Ht and the benefits he has con
did
Houlton
65,792.73 when the voters were without a presishort of surprising. He
to
enabled
mlttee which
Maine, at the
anaSl n?1 ®*mply upon all the town: running of departmental errands
1,575.00 dential contest to stimulate them to
Kennebunkport
lha four counties
thai
Such things and mattMJ of cortime of the last apportionment, to reLewiston
84,027.11
*nak«P*?p *8i
his
third District, but upot
diligent P*T* tain four members in
thoiJf Jipa 1 other
641,214.64 political activity, by the Increased plurespondence he gavewhich
Congress instead Portland .postofflee)
he
gamed
districts
of
our
State
for
has_
Wh*S» °n
Portland (custom house).
635,481.03 rality of 18,899. His administration was
sonal attention,
Ten years
breadth
of being reduced to three.
tastnn Governor Burleigh Is In Wash
wide reputation the length and
Machlaa
25,766.00
he may be. he It ot lh, state. Although a eturdv partt
pre-eminently a '•onstructive one. With
^r^W!rk-.ye8*-. wh®rever
before, after the Maine delegation—
Rockland
144,828 11
Mr
a*
the
legislation,
honored
of
repre
general
9n,y
a wonderful capacity for hard w’ork he
ean in matters
•ernaVlf noi
Wfcidoboro
24,424.68
then in the House of Thomas
composed
care
in
taking
of ours, but at
knew no politic,
the mXw ofdistrict
Wiscasset
Burleigh
82,257.25
combined, in a marked degree, the exB. Reed. Nelson
and helper of ever)
home folk,. He
Dingley, Charles A.
townPo!?!2c f,iend
of the Interest, of the
men
and
among
of
Maine
friends
ecutive
daughter
faculty. His addresses to the
L.
Boutelle
and
Seth
Mllliken—had
ClnLand®fs*01?
Total
ha, made personal
11.885.830734 i T.ait 1 alii tin
|
third District
and ai
w*
e
ware
modal* nf nlaampm
men know
*£•
succeeded In retaining four members of
that this statement Is truo °
Jher* ware Democrat,
These

are

but

a

few

of

...

..

....

jsfclch

Jhat

Jt

..

others!"
■

8o°lt waV'that

and strength. Press and people united
commending his administration. His

In

very strong, and
made
with
an
eye
the
needs
of
the public
to
oW
He
has
been
a
man
service.
rather
than
action
words,
and,
In his distinguished public career, has
left behind a record of substantial
achievement that speaks far more eloquently than words could possibly do.
His four years were in an eminent degree constructive years In the life of
the State government.

appointments
were
always

were

Praise from Newspapers of Both Parties.
Of his first one, the Eastern Argus,
then as now the leading Democratic
newspuper of the State, spoke as follows in its issue of Jan. 5, 1889:
“Governor Burleigh's address is good.
It discusses the usual topics In a candid,
straightforward manner, advances recommendations with conservative
caution, and gives evidence throughout that
he Intends to make a good Governor of
the whole people, not or a class or clique.
"If his presentation
of tho
financial
condition of the treasury is slightly more
flattering than existing facts justify, it
Is an error on the hopeful side, which we
•hall all be glad to see more than realized. The Governor evidently sympathizes with the taxpayers of the State,
the farmers particularly."
Of his second Inaugural address the
Argus said:
"Governor Burleigh’s
is
a
message
a
well-written document. It is
plain,
business-like review' of
Maine
affaire,
with such comments on past legislation,
and recommendations for future legislation as seemed called for from his stand-

point."
Tho messages of Governor Burleigh
were warmly commended by the press
of both parties, and, by common consent, are conceded to rank among the
ablest State papers in the history of
Waterville Sentinel of
Maine.
The
January 15, 1891 voiced the general verdict In the following editorial under the
caption, "A Good Message."
"itareiy

nave

me

pouucai

newspapers

ef the State, of both parties, giver, such
hearty commendation to a State papei
as they have accorded to the message of
Governor Burleigh, delivered last Thursday. It is a document brimful of matter
of unusual interest to all the people cf
with
all
the State, dealing as It does
questions of the hour which are demandpresent
Legislature.
ing action of the
In the first place, by a singularly clear
statement of the State finances, the Governor shows how the State debt, interest
less
and taxation, have been
growing
until the State tax Is the least of all the
The Governor
burdens of the citizens.
also makes apparent what is so often
tax
forgotten in the discussion of the
question, the fact that the tax rates
much
the
upon
often
very
depend
of
amount
extraordinary current expenses in which towns and cities see fit
The
Governor
the
urges
to indulge.
adoption of the Australian ballot system
Commisand sustains the special Tax
sion in recommending a State board of
The document is not a mere
assessors.
perfunctory message, but an intelligent
and judicious handling of the live subtreatment.
legislative
requiring
jects
Governor Burleigh shows a thorough acquaintance wMth all the affairs of the
State and the current discussions touching economic questions, and the benefit
of his accurate information is given to
the people in a paper, which in point of
perspicuous statement and readableness,
need not fear comparison with any message ever presented to a Maine Legislafail to
have
ture. and which cannot
much influence in shaping the action of
the session.”
Hia Stand for Tax Reform.

public verdict on
presentation of
with
his accompanypublic questions
ing recommendations. Now for a few
of the practical results that came from
In his first message Governor
them.
So

the

for

much

Governor

Burleigh's

Burleigh said:
"Our

own

State

valuation finds

large a proportion of our property in the farms of the State, and
too

makes the farmers pay an undue
On the
share of the general taxes.
other hand, the United States cenless
sus takes cognizance of the
tangible but more profitable investments that escape their fair share
If there
of the public burdens.
should be a closer inquiry into other
forms of property than the real estate, taxation could be more equitably distributed, and more exact
Justice could be done to all citizens
alike—which is indeed the highest

duty of a State government.”
a result of this recommendation
Legislature authorized the Governor to appoint a tax commission "to
inquire into the system adopted by
other states to raise revenue for State,
county and municipal expenses, and to
provide for a more equal. Just and
equitable system of taxation for all
property in this State, for the purpose
of said State, county and municipal expenses, that shall be better adapted to
the wants of this State, and reduce the
As
the

rats of taxation of the people; and to
for a better ana more effectual
system of assessment and collection of
taxes, in this State."
by
commissioners
The
appointed
Governor Burleigh for this work wer»
Hon. Oliver G. Hall, Hon. Samuel J.
Anderson and Hon. John L. Cutler,
three men of recognized character and
ability representing both of the great
political parties. The work of tillM

provide

commission

was

thorough and exhaup-»

ova
it*
recommendaTh* majority of
and have been
tions were accepted,
made law.
We have the Stats Hoard
of assessors and
equalization which
was one of the principal reforms urged
by the commission of 1889. We have
the license tax on dogs, we have the
taxation of collateral Inheritances, the
tax
on
savings banks has been Increased, there is taxation of palace
cars, foreign insurance companies and
trust and loan companies, and of corporate franchises, and the limit of the
railroad taxation has been raised.
Not only did Governor Burleigh Inaugurate this movement for tax reform, but he stood strongly for the securing of practical legislation to carry
the principal recommendations of the
commission into effect, the outcome
being the passage of the practical tax
reform laws which resulted In increasing the valuation of the State from
$238,000,000 to $340,000,000.
The people of the State will always
remember to Governor Burleigh’s credit
that it was upon his suggestion and
under his leadership that this great
work of tax reform in Maine we* Inau-

gurated and carried through.
Refunding of the Bonded Debt in 1889.
In his Inaugural address of 1889, Govthe opinion
ernor Burleigh expressed
State of Maine three per cent
would command a considerable
The State debt was then
premium.
bearing interest at six per cent Acting upon Governor Burleigh’s Bug estion, the Legislature authorized an Issue of bonds to cover the entire State
debt, amounting at that time to $2,384,000, about two-thirds of which became
due June 1, 1889, and one-third October
1st, of the same year. On March 15th,
two days after the adjournment of the
that
bond

a

(Continued

on

Page 7)
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EVSEY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINS.

served.
Fourteen visitor* were present
and thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon.
Miss Day, the teacher, deserves much
credit for its success.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Many school children are ill of measles.
Philip Gilley is home from Baltimore
dental college, for the summer.
Mrs. William Herrick left last week to

May

F.

20.

a

Florida.

C. 8. Higgins has built a lookout on bia
place, about forty feet high.
Clarence Moore, of Seattle, Waah., baa
been viaiting old friends here
William Woodbury, of Bar Harbor, baa
rented the Power place and moved bia
family there.
Mrs. Albert Gray baa returned to Belfeat. Her aiater, Mrs. Florence Kich, accompanied her for a visit to her motber,
Mrs. Alvab Kay.
M.
May 20.

_

BUCKS PORT.

Myra Ladd returned Thursday,
after spending the winter in Philadelphia.
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
Fred8. Blodgett left Monday evening
F. W. ROLLIBB, Editor And Manager.
on a business trip to New York, PhiladelW. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
phia and Washington.
Mrs. Mary Crocker, who has spent sevThis week’s edition of The
Lloyd Carroll, who went to the Bar eral months with her daughter, Mra.
last
has
been
of Searsport, is home.
successfully
week,
Havener,
hoepilal
American is 2,1150 copies.
operated upon for appendicitis, and is
A number of the members of Riverview
a
safe
making
recovery.
Rebekah lodge went to Brewer Monday
The junior high school entertainment evening to attend the district convention.
2,352
Average for the year of 19U,
TRENTON.
was given at Masonic hall Friday evening.
F. P. Hamm and wife, of Everett, Mass.,
The excellent program won applause. The left for home Monday, after spending sevThompson T. Leland bad a
WEDNESDAY MAY 22, 1912.
graduating class is busy preparing parts eral days with Mrs. Hamm's parents, from bia Up last week.
for the closing exercises in June, Rev. R. Hiram Dorr and wife.
Mrs. Mark Leland, of Hull’s
take her seven-year-old twin girls away
to a school.
Mr. Herrick, of Oakland, was in town
last week in the interests of the telephone
company, and installed many in private
houses.

BT THE

TmXxTTsI

WEST KDEN.

Haynes hw returned after

Wen ley
winter in

Mias

VICTOR and EDI80N

Eloquence of Results.”
Elsewhere in this issue we print an
“The

exhaustive compilation of ex-Congressman Burleigh’s public services.
This was first published by the Republican Journal, of Belfast; it has
been republished by the Bangor -Vetrs
and Kennebec Journal, and we hope
it will appear in every repnblican
paper in the third district.
To recount Mr. Burleigh’s usefulas a public servant—from way
back in the ’70s until to-day would be
simply to repeat the story as so well
ness

told by the able Belfast editor. We
urge every third district reader of
The American to “read, ponder and

inwardly digest”

this

fine clump in her window
garden, nearly three feet high, with several clusters of fragrant white blossoms.
Another attractive plant is a fine large
orange shrub raised from seed.

ley,

who has

a

Southwest Harbor friend* of Martin C.
Lurvey, of Dracut, Mass., formerly of this
place, sympathize with him in the sad
death on May 12 of his adopted daughter,
Gladvs, aged thirteen year*. Sometime
Saturday night the girl arose and endeavored to light the gas. The house ha*
one of the twenty-five cent meters, and
the supply had run out. She returned to
bed without turning the cock off; or it
is possible that she left the gas burning
and it went out. When Mr. Lurvey arose
at 5 o’clock Sunday morning, he noticed
that the gas had run out, and dropped a
in the s’ot. When he went to his
augbter's room to call her at 8 o'clock, be
found her unconscious. Physicians were
unable to restore her to consciousness,
and at 5 o’clock in the afternoon she died.

Quarter

story, and he
will have ample grounds, If he hasn’t
Sprat.
May 20.
them already, for working for and
SARGENTVILLE.
voting for Mr. Burleigh for the nomiThe W. G. Sargent Co. has purchased an
nation for United States senator.
auto-truck.
As The American said the week
Valorious Black visited friends at Cape
after he announced his candidacy: Kogier last week.
“He has proved himself a faithful,
Capt. Charles riabson is spending several
useful and honorable public servant, weeks at Kggerooggin.
Mrs. Guy Frcetbey has gone
loyal to his country, his State, his
moggin for the summer.
party and his friends, and therefore
George B. Foster and wife are

has the unbounded confidence of the
people of Maine.”

COUNTY NEWS.
GREAT POND.
is

Mrs. Katherine William*, of
visiting the old home here.

Two

fishermen

Brandy pond,

from
from
and si*

one

Wesoiter camp,

Ellsworth,

Bangor are at
Pennsylvania at
from Massachu-

Alligator.

setts at

Mis* Ruth William*, with her pupils,
Observed Arbor day by cleaning the
Bchooihouse yard
and
trimming
schoolroom with evergreens.

the

—

OBITCAKY.
Direxa, widow of Asa Williams, died
May 17, after many weeks of intense suffering. She was faithfully and tenderly
cared for by Albert Haynes and bis wife,
who was her youngest daughter.
They
resided on the home place, where ail were
made welcome.
Another daughter assisted in the loring care. The deceased
was eight.v-one years old
s dear youngold lady, always interested in
every good
work and well read In the affairs of the
—

day.

Hers

was a simple life that counts.
She
the mother of ten children,'six of
whom are living-Mrs. Myra E.
was

to

Eggt-

guests of

May

19.

E.
__

ORDAND.
Mrs. Eliza A. Parker died
Saturday
morning, aged eighty-eight years. She
leaves three sisters—Mrs.
Emery Thompson and Mrs. George
Thompson, of Orland,
and Mrs. Daniel Dorr, of
Buckaport. The
funeral was held Monday; interment at
BluehiU.
Mrs. Annie Crane, of Somerville, Mass.,
is expected here this week for her annual
visit.

Ralph Dorr,

wife and two children,
Ten and Madeline,
have gone to
Haven for the summer.

WarCrie

There will be a dance Tuesday evening.
28, under the direction of D. P.
Hearn. Music by Whitney'B orchestra.
Frank Cotton, wife and little grandson,

May

Ralph

Clifford,

of
M. E.

Bluehill,

the
week.

were

D. Patten last
guests of Mrs.
Mtb. E. A. Dorr has opened her home
here for the summer, after
spending the
winter

in

George.

Guild,

Her

it with her.

N. H., with her son
cousin, Mrs. Sarah Blaiadell,

Nina Hodgdon
arrived
from
Cleveland, O., Sunday. Mias Hodgdon is
a professional nurse, and is
enjoying her
annual vacation.
May 20.
D.
Miss

_

OTIS.

Pyle is very UJ.
Miss Edna Warren and brother John
went to Bangor on a short visit last week.
George Brimmer, wife and grandson of
Brewer, were guests for the week-end at
Charlie

Nathan Salisbury’s.
W. T. Warren and Henry
Dearborn, of
Eddington Bend, were in tow n on a fishing trip for the week-end, guests of
Abram Warren.

Bert Beach and wife came last
Friday
from North Castine for a visit at the
homestead of Mrs. Leach's parents—Arden Young and wife.

j

interscbolastic speaking contest at the
of Maine, Friday evening,
Miss Towle is a member of the senior class
at the E. M. C.8.,and a young lady of most

University

Henry W. Sargent and wife
week in Portland and Boston.

Saturday afternoon going ashore
Indian point on her down trip from

citement
on

A northwest wind and ebb tide
make a combination the Boston boats find
hard to fight in making the landing at
Bucksport. In trying to avoid a collision
with the wharf, the Belfast hacked on to
the ledge and w as obliged to call for assistance. The tug Hugh Ross came down
and stayed by until the turn of the tide,
when the steamer was pulled off. She left
the wharf here a little after 8 o’clock.
Several of the passengers were taken off in
row boats and returned to Bangor on th©
8 o'clock train.

Bangor.

Belfast three

at

months ago.

Services
were held at the Methodist church, Mr.
Hewey officiating. Capt. Rich wa« one of
cor oldest citizens.
He leaves one sister—
Mrs. S. S. Springer, one son
Shubal, two
—

daughters—Mrs. Lyman Stanley, of ManPrince, of Belfast, who

set, and Mrs. Myra
have the sympathy

May

of all.

Thelma.

13.
_

Clark, jr., has employment at
Northeast Harbor.
Miss Reng Lunt is home from Medway.
Mass., where she has been employed all
W.

A.

winter.
Miss

Coggins,

teacher at
spent the week-end with
primary teacher here.

May

20.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Frank Sawyer was in town last week.
Miss Katherine Foster returned from
Boston last week.
Miss Eleanor Blodgett, of New York,
was in town recently.
Mrs. George Fennelly is
E. H. Kimball's store.

bookkeeper

employed
by
Stanley.
Dolliver’s moving pictures
Rov

Moore is
McEachern &

house

are

attracting large

for

the

at

season

st the parish
audiences.

Miss Grace Carter is absent from her
school this week on account of illness.

The dancing school was postponed last
week on account of the storm. It will
meet Thursday evening.

ac-

BOAT

son,

meat.

Fourfd

adrift.

Owner can have
g. L. Jslli-

by paying charges,

Sorrento, Me.

to cook on a small yacht and
act as extra hand for two months.
Most
be clean, neat and obliging.
to 825
Wages
a month.
to Cam. Jobs
Rat, Jm.,

COOK—Man

u»e;

good for farm
price reasonable^!also light horse#
and driving. F. B. Oeoooo. Ells-

worth
_

_

Am®,***
sU.Ua,

|

_

b. p. roadster: recently
Coat §1.009; price §lol
overhauled.
Address Box 5M. Ellsworth.
Cash buys it
LL Fine* yesr old Jersey: also Jersey
cow due to freshen. Call on or write
Mkadowvikw Fabm, Lakewood, Me.

AUTOMOBILE—99
Bl

WAOON—Davis make, brand new.
a
Apply to Psavk

ROAD used; bargain.
R. Moot*. Kllsworth.
never

WAOON* Crank sale jigger, dump cart
snd high wagon. Apply to K. A. LaaVv
moxd. Ellsworth.
I flak
Cobbler and Green
seed potaioes.
H. B. Pmil-

TROTATOM
Mountain
I

—

Lira.

Ellsworth.

OTTAOK

At

Pleasant

Bay side

beach.

Inquire of C. H (Irirdal, Ellsworth. Me.

oottage-^V'wiu

rent my
cottage at Pleasant Beach. Trenton, for
one month or the season,
Cottage has 7 rooms
All well furnished.
Including t chambers
Fine well water piped to house. For terms address AsTitca Hhutk, Kllsworth, Me.

Furnished

FI CRH—Suite over C. L- Morang’s clothbailable for docing-rtore. Main st.
tor’s. lawyer’s or insurance office
Inquire of
C. L. Mobaro,

OF

Ellsworth._

PHICKH over Mdore’s drug More, joat vaceted by B. T. Howie; hot water heat and
let. Inquire of E. O. Moons. Kllsworth.

Ss

"

&prn<ii
NOTICR.
roy wife. Della A. Young, ha#
bed and board without just
provocation. I forbid ail person* harboring or
trusting her on my account, for I shall pay uo
bill* of her contracting after this date.
H. D Yocru.
North Brooktville. May Ik. 1913.

^I^HKRKAH
left

IT

or

CARD OF THANKJA.
our *tucer* thanks to
IT
sang and to the neighbors
and friend* who *o kindly assisted us during
the tong (lines# and at the time of the death of
A. B Hatsbs.
our mother.
Nblur Hatrw.
H. G. Macs.
Bcssih Caosav.
Great Pond. Me.. May li, 1913.
wish to express
\JL7 K tho«e
who

LOTH

CEMETERY
cemetery lots
should
C. C.

at

Bt

Those with log their
Woodbine cared for,
skill or Gsoaos A.

linking.

I
!

anddeJSSJ
K?.!1

heiIJ
j£.V^
the*,
Lj

AJfS.Wb4Pr,?io'

£?£!
j|±i
cr-i*?

dwcSS

earn

two

women

A
now

:

Harvey Robertson met with a paiijfu1
Wednesday nearly severing the
first finger of his left hand while cutting

W

do housework.
Kibo, Ellsworth.

trade

Apply

at

2U&cru*nnnxu.

accident

Mrs. T. H. Peters, who recently re- t
turned from Boston, will leave Wednes- \
day for Spring Farm hotel, CarriDaseett,
to visit friends.

THE STALLION

CARBONILE

j
in which I have purchased a
half interest, will stand for
ley’s orchestra furnished music.
service at my stable on Main
X.
May
the
at
guests
Mrs. Laily’s last
Among
street, where he may be in21.__
Sunday were her daughter, Miss Lettie
M.
spected. Carbonile is a tine
May 20.
MARIA
VILLLE.
and
Walter
Lally,
Cnthbertson, of Bangor;
bay coach horse. Ask or write
Charles Whitcomb and son iteuel, of EllsN. C. Jordan has his new barn enclosed.
EAST SURRY.
for terms.
worth Palls, and George W. Black.
has
of
his
Frost
lost
two
best
Benjamin
Mrs. Marguerite Wasgatt, who has spent
May 20.
cows.
Davis.
the winter at Kittery and Rockland, has
The Sunday school was reorganized opened her house here for the summer.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
here Sunday.
Her daughter. Lottie Spencer, and grandEL.LSWOBTH,
MAINE.
George Leach left Saturday in search of
Alex. Rushton has captured ten live daughter Doris will come later.
horses.
Hen thieves have again begun their
foxes, and Irvin Carr nine.
Mrs. Laura Davies, of
Frank Hoyt, of Ellsworth, who has been summer’s work. The pen of Curtis Clark
Bangor, is visitw as entered a short
time ago and s valuing her parents, H. W. Lowell and wife.
j visiting here, has returned home.
able rooster and several hens were taken.
As it looks now, there will be a
Edward Rankin and family have moved
larger
left
their
The
tracks, and some of
A most useful little present, fc
culprits
acreage of potatoes than last year.
from Waltham into his father’s home.
the feathers from the rooster, so Mr. Clark
Horace Lowell lost a vaulable litter of
dispensable to every housekeeper,
Mrs. Grover, of Amherst, is visiting her knows which way they went.
pigs last weak. Mr. Lowell lost a horse sister, Mrs. Forrest Grover, at the Morrineedle book, containing forty of tl
C.
May 18.
not long ago. He is one of our enterpris- son farm.
best needles made, will be sent free t
ing young farmers, and will keep on poshwho has been conMrs.
John
Jordan,
NORTH LAMOINE.
ing, notwithstanding a few loaaes.
With your request f.
any address.
fined to the bouse all winter with rheuMiss Josephine Linscott is employed at
Joshua Gross, State road
laid matism, is out.
this needle book,, nclose a yellow wra;
inspector,
Cove.
Partridge
Out some 1,800 feet of State road at the Bay
Arbor day was observed at district No. 2
per from a bottle of "la F.” Atwood
last week on which it is proposed to lay
P. B. Russell went last week to Boston
Miss Gracie Day. An
out aboQt *800. There are about forty-five school, taught by
on a business trip in the interest of his promedicine, stating your experience
was
carried
out
as
folwife
His
mites of road in tfaia town, much of it attractive program
shoe
accompanied
factory.
lows: Song, school; dialogue, “Historic posed
opinion of the remedy. Write todi
him
as far as Auburn to remain until his
very hard territory for constructing roads,
Trees," seven pupils; song, Margaret and return.
and most of it needing liberal repairs.
to the la F, Medicine Oo, Forties
Merle
recitations,
Frost,
Gladys Rushton;
Y.
*
May 20.
H.
May 20.
Main*,, «
Gladys and Thelma Rushton, Wyman

F. H. OSGOOD,

Needle Books Given Away

the State of Maine, be has appointed Joht L
of Ellsworth, Hancock «®a«y,
Peters, esq
Maine, hi* agent as required hr section a 4
chapter **. of the revised statutes of Kama
All persons having demand* agalost th* «.
tate of said deceased are desired to pm*:
the same for settlement, and all tadetud
thereto are requested to make
im»
Rali-m W. Golsxiik.
mediately.
May IS. 1911.
subscriber hereby give* notice urn
been duly appointed admins
estate of
DANIEL W. WINCHESTER, lst« of

has
THEof th*
he

trator

BURRY.
in the county of Hancock, decease!, i4
given bond# as the law directs Ail ferson* having
demand* against th# mum
of said deceased are desired to prts*t«
the same for settlement, and all :sdeMd
thereto are requested to mate payment laG**>a.;s H Warn.
mediate!*.
Burry. Me., May 17,1912.
nottc* u*

subscriber hereby fire*

been
THEheof has
the

duly appointed adminis-

of
WILLIAM H. CLINK A RU, Isis of EDEI.
in the county of Hancock, deceased. a#l
given bends as the law direct*. AH I****
having demand* against the e*tat« <4 mi
deer aaed are deal red to present th* »ac* hr
settlement, and ail indebted thereto art re
quested to make payment immediate!?
WittlAU A BXMT
Lemolne. Me.. May 14. l»lltrator

WHY

O.

estate

A.

PAY

1'onatlpatlon
ptptU-

of

l)p-

or

O. A. Parcher t* seeking the worst m
of dyspepsia, or constipation in Kllsworts
«•
or
vicinity to teet Dr. Howard’s

REWT

specific for

the

core

of thoee disease*

confident is he that this remarks*
“ 1
medicine will effect t lasting ear*
ds
abort time, that be offers to refund
money mould it not be successful.
In order to secure the quickest pu»*
•
introduction O. A. Parcher will wU
nwdiregular fifty-oent package of this
So

HOME.

For

particulars Inquire of
O. W. T»rur, Bse’y,
First Nai’QBaak,l»!d*.
A. W. Karo, President.

half price, 26 cent*.
«"
This specific of Dr. Howsrd will
sick headache.diggy feelings, condipst**
end all forms ot mslsn*

cine at

3UrtJfrtisniunU

season

to

Offers

Howard’s Speci-

If l»r.

fic Will hot Cure Any <*♦*
pay

when you can borrow i»n your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthl)
and Interest together
payments
will amount to but Itttl* more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWM YOUR OWN

Parcher

Money

MEW SEKIE8

open. Share*, 91 *aeh; monthly
meat*, 91 per *har*,

to

to

lo

—

ROBRNPELD. late of city. «***
and state of NEW YORK,
deceased, no bonds being required f>r in
term* of said will, and not being a resMnt i

CBAUKXGK.

Ellsworth Loan and Bmldme Ass’s

this

girl
Mas. A.
C"1T IRL—Competent
Apply
To learn printer's
BOVAmbbicam office

of
LOUIS
meat

it

is offered
learn the
COMPOSITOR*—youngopportunity
trede of typeeettlog.
Apply st Ambbicam Success with your Chicks
office
one or

snhscrib«r. Ralph W. Goldmark ofiw
county and state of New fat
hereby glee* notice that he ha, h*«a44?w.
pointed executor of the iaat will sad

THEcity

ajhntisrmtntB.
what your money will
invested in shares of the
is

An

AJtON.

_

thlrtTmul!4*1
i*mj 31?

OR8RB~Pntr work horse*.

n
for work

Ellsworth, Me.. R. P. D. No. 1. or to Da. B. L.
Swab, 148 8t. James place. Brooklyn, N. Y-

and wife.

Mrs. R. M. Hall, of Harrington, who has
spent the winter with her son, Z. 8. Hall,
2d, returned to her home Tuesday. She
was accompanied by her grandson, Arthur
Hall.

foUo.5,
ta?*

_

Apply

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Services were held at St. Ignatius Catholic church Sunday, with Rev. Fr. Flanagan, of Ellsworth, in charge. He was the
guest of Philip McLean and wife while

Jlmoi.

worth. (Hi acre*, with shore front, dwell1
ing and outbuilding*: good well. For particular* apple to F. L. MaSOH. KlUworth

notify

fJ\.P\P summer hotels, sporting camps
and year around hotels. Highest wage* paid.
Cooks, waitresses, chamber maids, kitchen,
pantry and laundry help. For reliable hotel
position* apply now and alwaye to the Maims
Horst. Aokmct. >1 Main et., Bangor. Me.

is

Mrs. Hattie Gordon who is suffering
from sciatica, is not improving as rapidly
her friends would like.

con-

fttlp tZlantrb.

Mrs. Lottie Garland and children, who
have been visiting her parents, Emery
Smith and wife, have returned to their
home in Ellsworth.

May 20.

—

same

spent last week with her parents, G. F.

Ingalls

mail-carrying

Sum'll.

improving.
Dr. Freeman, of Bangor, is boarding at
Capt. McKay’s.
Esther Gott, who is employed in Togus,

as

here.
One of the big events of the year was the
gentlemen's ball held at the Neighborhood house on Tuesday evening of last
week. The decorations were fine.
Kel-

ill,

Lm" ibl
SuL**
?**»N

1>LACR—Near mouth of Union river. In Klls-

Is

8. A. McGraw is critibeen

pilin'J??

la

Pabckks. Ellsworth.

*_Chips.

who has

[)*,',.*“!»'I'

Donut..25'

1M>

per
A. A. iUsTNA*. Dr iter. Me.

1.V'*««<

Tuendne of
n. d. I»n to
50th dny of April, n. d. HIS. i.
A
t>tinning, iraetee of the
Dunning, drceuMl, John (»,
W Donning. .1.me. A.
?*•»
T. Me Leon, All of Boneor.
I
Maine .gmln.t Jforrt. I. Moore
Innd. both of Kllmrorth to
^
Hancock. for one hundred ,n,i t
<
dollars debt or damage and
i/*n
•l*ty ceataooauof *oi,. *Dd
*•* ■
public auction to the highest
o*o» of Fred L.
worth, on th* ISth day of Juu/
tea oVIock In the forenoon, th,
«
•c-lbed real estate and all the right
I merest which the said Norn, {
«*
and had in and to the same o„
d 1911. at eight o’clock and
the forenoon the time when the
'*
*
inched on the writ t» the aai*.e
A certain lot or parcel of land
■!
k
said Bile worth and bounded
follows, to wit: Bounded northern
*»“•
i<> th# lands of the
Townsend and lands of Jeremiah
raster!, by U# Pond lot; sou
fortnariy of Hartley Boynton and
lUed'a Brook atrearo and ibe
coontV
containing fifty acres more or i«M »-.(
what it known as the Jeremiah Moor*
a<M*stead.
*1 »M4
In said Ellsworth and hounded and lit***
as follow*.
Bounded on t he west by
leading to Otto, on the south b* land or g n
Garland; on the east by In Ion rirer
and nBrtb by land of Simon Garland
Ing seventy-five acre* more or less and
the wood lot so called belonging to said w
miah Moore homestead
The above
real estate la subject to a
ortg*«* ctm*T
the said Norris L. Moors to Cntoa TrimiW
pony, of said Ellsworth, dsted Jul? tm
and recorded in Hancock registers* iwi. m
*
book Ml. page 24*
Joax a. Stc»r
Drpsly Skertf

«fit,3 i?>l

Mary
the variety; large, dark, red and of beat
STRAWBERRY
50c
100; §4 per 1.0W; The per

Zd 1ft

How’* This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
case
of
Catarrh that cannot be cored by
any
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
P. J
CHENEY A CO Toledo. O.
We. the undersigned, have known P ,J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and Believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by bis firm.
Waldiko. Kimmam A Marvin,
Wholesale Druggist*. Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucus surfaces of the system. Teatimonals seat free.
Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

McKay.

Northeast Harbor was defeated 13 to 10
a ball team made up of Hall Quarry
and
Northeast Harbor
players at the
athletic field Saturday afternoon.

by

Chase while be has the
tract.

her
sister, Mrs. Mary
companied ofbyLittle
Rock, Ark., and her
Beraelman,
cousin, Mias Emily Spering, of Philadelphia, who are here for the summer.

Miss Lire ie Gray,

April,

HOUSE—At

Jks.

BLUEHILL.
The Pendleton house has been sold by
Chase
to Mr. Farr, of Lewiston, 1
Judge
who took possession
list week.
The \
stable, however, has been rented by Judge

Jennie Manchester.
Miss E. 8. Peterson, who has been visit-

of

il.y ,5 fj.J- l»IV ,
Jodfm.nl rendered by th. ,„«,,
or th. «l,l
count, of
thereof
began nnd brld oTX w »•

coarl
term

Oak Point. In Trenton. t§ mtleu
below Kllsworth. with good-sired lot;
fine location for sororoer residence. Apply to
Eluwomth Loan A Briton*© Aae'n, Rlleworth. Me.

quality
post paid

h.

1

_

bouse.

_

Mrs. Clara Hodgkins, who has been
with her daughter, Mrs. Prank Babbidge,
the past week, has gone to McKinley,
where she has employment with Mrs.

son

boarding

Mrs. Edna Kingman, of Eastbrook, was
the guest of Miss Marion Jordan recently.
O. Pettengill and wife, of Hancock, were
guests of Milton Haslem and wife over
Sunday.
Mrs. H. W. Kingman, who has been in
town several days, returned to Bangor
Saturday.
H.
May 20.

Miss Sarah Driscoll, of Boston, is at the
old home with her parents, Dennis Driscoll and wife.

The infant
cally ill.

of the

WALTHAM.
Ed. Rankin has moved his family to

Harding.

THELMA.

for the

Mariaville.

GOTT’S ISLAND.
Atlantic, is vis-

SURRY.
Mrs. Jos ie Kane is visiting in Bangor.
Mrs. Emery Carter is working for Mrs.

are

Mrs. Abbie Robbins and children, of
Mt. Desert, are visiting her parents, Fred
and wife,
Mrs. Minnie Stanley and children, cf
her
Monhegan, are visiting
parents,
Thomas Pernald and wife.
StTB.
May 20.

_

20.

Proceeds, |8,

Torrey

Edgar Spnnger. who has been in Bar
for three weeks, is home.
hospital
is still very poor.
H.
20.
May

May

Freeman hall,

sociable at

sters.

Harbor
His health

Cove,
Miss Cline,

was a

Os pi. Lyle D. Newman has gone to
Nova Scotia after another load of lob-

two weeks.

Seal

vis-

Oliver Killara landed a trip of fresh fish
at K 8. Doiliver’s wharf this week-

Mrs. Springer, of Lamoine, has been visiting her son Edgar.
Mrs. Sadie Higgins is working at Northeast Harbor for Mrs. Otis Ober.
Miss Abbie Hanna, the teacher here, is
ill of measles. The school is closed for

Saturday,

is

or

HOUBE—Of

Olen

W

^^AI^|^,
Coorrr
H.itcoc*
hi. HHh d,. Of M.T T I
.location doted
TAKKK
f

...

FLA NTH

*

•-„

__

John Carter and family have moved to

arrived

Mary Coolidge, of Lsrooiuc,

Tel. *»-*.

•e

BTATB Or

KRI.LSMTBAM

MANSE T.

Seal Harbor.

Philadelphia,

Mrs.

charge
May 20.

Charles Tracy and family have moved to

in

20.

have

bouse.

ing

D.

May

Friday evening.

Seal Harbor.

Mrs. Howard Staples, of
iting her sister, Mrs. C. H.

_

Methodist society.
Mrs. Hattie Tracy and little daughter
June, of Seal Harbor, are visiting Mrs.
Tracy’s sister, Mrs. Gsrrte Rice.
Work ha# commenced in Hutchings'
Tburlow Young and wife
stave mill.

_

Charles P. Lunt, in schooner J. M.
Harlow, called on bis way from Rockland
to Windsor. N. S. Mrs. Lunt and daughters
on shore this trip.

Mat.

SEAL OOVE.
W. W. A. Heath died at bia home here
Mr. Heath
May 18, after a long illness.
waa one of tbe most prominent men of
Hancock county, and a life-long democrat.
He had served the town of Tremont
more than forty years as first selectman,
school superintendent, and member of
He waa collector of
school committee.
customs of the port of Southwest Harbor

There

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Mrs. Rose JLadd is ill.
to New
Mrs. Sadie Steele has gone
York for a short visit.
Arthur J. Sargent, wife and son Philip
home
Saturl>eander
Bunker
returned
visited friends in Bangor last week.
after being away a week.
Mias Katherine Henrich, of Loveland, day,
Ezra Lurvey and wife spent s few days
O., is the guest of Miss Hilda Wood.
at Southwest Harbor last week.
Mtb. Angus Henderson, of South BlueMrs. George Leavitt, of Belfast, is visitbill, has been visiting her daughter Roue.
her daughter, Mrs. Perley Stanley.
Mrs. John Bennett has returned from ing
Seth Rice began his new job this week
Little Deer Isle, where she has been visiton the Hobo, at Isleaford, as engineer.
ing her mother.
Gilbert Rose brook met with an accident
Capt. Yetts Cain, of Sedgwick, has
Mrs.
moved his family into the house owned by recently, cutting his leg badly.
Rose brook is also confined to the house
Calvin Billings.
with a sprained ankle.
Miss Marths Brown, of the Waltham
The Seal Harbor dramatic company pretraining school, is spending her vacation
sented “The Daughter of the Desert*’ Friwith her mother, Mrs. Inez Brown.
to a large and
appreciative
Mrs. Elmer E. Cummings and children day evening
audience. All parts were well taken.
have
several weeks with Mrs. Cumspent
Rooney.
20.
May
at
Bluebiil. Mr. Cummings' parents
mings is in Portland on business.
SOUND.
Sim.
May 20.
Natalie Tinker is ill of measles.
Leroy VYaagatt has moved to his new
WEST TREMONT.

Capt.

^

iting here.

spent last

•"

Maine.

Regal Xotictt.

*

10 room* on Fourth street.
Barn. carriage-hon*«, garden tool*;
Fine
about 0-4 scrub of land.
place for
rinlro
Formerly the late John L Moor
wm.
T.
40
Alder
of
Moon,
Ht.,
place. Inquire
Waltham. Mane.

GOU LD8BORO.

_

jfot Salt.

and

under President Cleveland's administration, bad served aa member of the legislature. waa justice of the peace, and held
many poeitions of honor and trust. Fu! neral services will be beld at tbe late residence Tuesday.

Miss Lida Harkness is spending several
weeks with friends in New York.

L. W. Rumill and wife accompanied
Mrs. Lizzie Chute and children to Bangor,
where they took the train for their home
in Nova Scotia.

~

spent
Oove,
and

Sunday with bia family.
Benjamin Jordan, wbo la working for
Mrs. Walsh at Bar Harbor, spent Saturday
j nigbt and Sundae witb bia wife end son

J.

May 21.

cut

cancer

Oiy»t*i While Orpineton* -standard bred from §30 mating
Kggs, §3 for lt< alao ■»««»*«» fiwsfjl*
month Rocks. Rhode Islam) Red* and White
Wyandotte*. §1 for UL Turkey’* egg* in *«*•
H. H. Mclmrtaa. BluehlU.
•on, fkc each.

j Arthur.
May 30.

ZTry&Z

S. 1. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE,

wife.
past week with Hiram Grant
Bennie Garland is building a bouse on
be
which
of
C. C.
tbe land
purrhaaed
Burrill, o( Ellsworth.
Albert C. Jordan, wbo baa employment
at Northeast Harbor, spent Saturday nigbt
tbe

charming personality.
Mrs. Frances C. Homer, president of the
Rebekah assembly of Maine, Is a very
busy woman. Last week she attended district meetings at Bluetiill and Milo and |
made an official visit to Nokomis lodge of
Ellsworth.
Monday she left for Brewer,
where she attended th > district meeting,
held that evening, leaving Tuesday for Bar |
Harbor, Southwest Harbor and Northeast
Harbor.
The steamer Belfast created much ex-

Charles Foster and wife.

Jackson,
Brighton, Mass., Mrs. Edith McPtaee,
stopped
Hinckley; Mrs. Marion Keniaton, CleveK. M. Hu mill’s stable was burned early
land, O., Mrs. Ruby G. Mace, Augusta;
Friday evening, with contents, including
Mrs. Bessie V. Crosby,
Aurora; Mrs.
Nellie G. Haynes, Great Pond. There are cow, a yearling heifer, thirty chickens in
brooder.
The loss is between $400 and
nineteen grandchildren, one brother—J. C.
no insurance.
But for the help of
Dunn, of Bangor; a half-brother and half- $500;
the men in the place and others from Bass
sister, of Frankfort, Mich. She was a
the bouse would have burned.
Harbor,
faithful mother, a dear neighbor and
Mr. and Mrs. Rumill are very thankful
loved by all who knew her.
The funeral was held Sunday afternoon, to them.
Rev. Ida Garland officiating. There was
Capt. Shubal Rich, of Belfast, came
singing by Mrs. Albert E. Mace and Thursday with the remains of his brother,
Forrest O.Silsby and wife, of Amherst. Capt. Elias Rich, who died of pneumonia
The bearers > ere four grandsons Harold
Keniston, Russell Mace, Guy and Hollis
Patterson.

The many friends here of Jere R. Downing and wife, of Brighton, Mass., extend
congratulations on the arrival of aaon,
May 17-Jere Robert Downing, Jr. Mrs.
Downing was Miss Georgia Heath, of
Bock sport.
Miss Harel Towle, daughter of Dr.
George N. Towle, won flrat prixe at the

Machh^l

Talking

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS

_

W. Brown will deliver the baccalaureate.
The first sweet peas of the season must,
1 think, be credited to Mrs. Walter Stan-

atomwmouft, ==^5!s

afcfatrti«mm»

COUNTY NEWS.

Froat; song, Gladys and Thelma Kusbton;
recitation, Iva Froat. Refreshments were

£bc <Sll9UJCirth ^tncritan COUNTY NEWS.

depends upon the
There is nothing bet-

proper food.
ter than H-O-Stearns Cooked
1 Kick Feed. Try s hag and your
chick troubles are over.

dyepepsia

It doe* not simply
time; it makes permsnenl

liver trouble.

relief for

a

complete

cures.

Pj
«

It still regulate the bowels, !ol*°p
intestinal tract, give y u *n
*nd
tile, make food la*!* good
end MPP
w*U, and increase vigor. Joy
‘‘don
j
ness will take the place of that
whether X live or die” feeliug.
whole

I Hav. a Complete Lin. of Pool*
try and Dairy Supplies and
can quote the lowest

prices.
H-O-Stearne Cooked Chick Feed.
H-O-Bpecisl Be etch Food.
H-O-Drv Muh Feed.
H-O-Milk Feed.
Beef Scrape.

Beautiful Hair Switcnes
Send

a

Lock of Your Hair

Bone Meal.

$i*95

Cracked Bone.
Mica Crystal Grit.
Chick Grit.
Oyeter Shell*.
Charcoal.
Alfalfa Meal.
Dr. Heaa' Poultry and Block Remedies.
Dr. Hess’ Instant Loom Killer.
Kow Kure. Garget Remedy.

and

with

TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

•TATE

Small Investment

STREET.
P. S

to. 7H.

,*

ioc*J’rtTj*
latistac-

J

BigPr0^
a

hig »®

party forming
co
corporation invites
^
AxusexkM
Expibk

A Maine

Portlani*^

WANT
a

JOY t CO. OLOCK,

20

atrafgnt

(©ppartunttirs-

pant, I*. O. Box 181,

OFFICIi

TSmMm.IM-2.

j

ence.
MAIMS

notice, and at m\MUU NKt

MORRISON,

Buetnrw

meet

iMrchaa m«uf« and abstracts
and copiss furnished on short

a

°°
-n ^re
plain abadea, value $3.50. If
tory, return at once and money'
^t
to
funded. This bargain
^
5
abort time only. KRLlJ'K 8,
>le.
grcas 81.9 Portland,

AUSTIN H. JOY. NBWS&
Wm. O. EMERY

will mail you
3 abort atera*.

we

bustling

man

in each town

to represent and sell stock
L*
amusement corporation.
J. W. Colb*,
missions.

Street, Portland, Maine.

o

J
^

^

Haynes, C H,
Ellis, Ambrose W,
Bennett, Levi W,
as USUAL IN Lyman, D J,
observed
be
| Floyd, G B,
TO
ELLSWORTH.
Siackpole, 8 P,
—
Patten, G W,
POffr
co*‘thb
b*
: Maddox,
orders issued
Benjamin,
APPOINTED
Smith. Josiah,
M*NDKR-CO““rrrKB8
TO VISIT CEMETERIES.
Haven, George,
Stewart, Nelson,
Bice po«t, U. A. R., bu
Wm h. H.
Moon, Moses,
for the fitting obaerdc its usual plana
Flood, Simon,
30.
„f Memorial day—Thuraday, May
will be Rev. R. B. Clough, Elmer,
The orator of the day
A W,
The memorial Ooogins,

'^memorial

Ellsworth Falls

day.

Malbewa. of Kllsworth.
"*,rvl0® mt H*ncoek
-riuo" »• ,lie unlon
Sunday evening will be by Rev. E. D.

h.n

44

44

44

44

Memorial Service*.
HbadqoaRTRR* Wm. If. H. Rice Porr.)
Department op Maine. O. A. R..
^
Ei. La worth. May M. 1912. )
Order No. 1.
comrade* of this post are
The officers and
to meet »t their hall on 8unhereby required
at 6.30 o’clock, prepara»,
dgv venlng, May
to Hancock hall to listen to
tory to mkrchlng
sermon by Rev. E. D. Kiser, and
* memorial
other service* a* may be connected

CITY

Mrs. Emeline Black, of Tilden, was here
the guest of 8. 8. Jordan and
wife.

North Ellsworth
44

44

M. H. Haynes and wife have been
Bayside spending several days at their Green Lake
Hancock

cottage.
Horace Balsbury is here from Brewer.
He will make his home for the the present
with his son Herbert.

44

•

East Surry
41

44

Eastbrook

Orlando Brooks and wife, of Corinna, are
visiting relatives here. They will remain
until after Memorial day.

44

Lamoine
44

Richard

44

has

Smith

Otis

to note that
in the poet

rotary at the lumber mill of Whitcomb, Haynes A Co. has been shut down
for two days on account of broken parts.
Frank Carter, jr., was here Monday and
The

there has
during the

MEETING.

shipped
Machias,

his

household

goods

where be will live

this

to

East

summer.

oar order, Thursday, May
observed in Ellsworth ss Memorial day.

8 o'clock a. m. detachment* from
II.
tbi* j>ost will proceed to the several outlying
cemeteries to decorate the graves of soldiers
*nd sailors as follow*:
St. Joseph's Catholic
At Woodbine and
cemeteries—E Bonsey. D L Fields. H N Joy, C
H Grindal, Irving Osgood, William Small, J
LCook, Timothy Bresnahan, Vinal F. Hooper

and

waa

i

—

Levi 11 Bennett.
Catholic cemetery on High street—Richard
Halites.
Btrchland and Riverside—Geo F Haskell,
John Kief.
West Ellsworth—G B
Stack

Ployd, Sharrington

pole.

Lakewood—Albert

Garland.
The commander of each detachment will reto
the
at
once
adjutant tbe number of
port
decorated.
III. At 1 o’clock p. rn. all the comrades will
assemble at Grand Army ball, where vote will
be taken as to service at the soldiers' mono*

graves

incut-

IV. Al the conclusion of tbs service st the
monument, if suy, the comrades will strain
form in column and escort the orator of the
dsy to Hancock hall, where the memorlsl address will be given by Rev. R. B. Mathews, of
Ellsworth.
Mayor J. A. Cunningham will

preside.
the cloee of the eervlce the comradee will
sgsin form In line and return to their hall
sod disband.
V. All soldiers and aallors of tbe late
Bpsnlsh-Amerlcan war. tbe Woman's Reltet
Corps, bona of Veterans, all fraternal orders,
the mayor end members of tbe city government, tbe children of the public schools and
dtisens generally are cordially Invited to
use part in tbe observance of the day.
VI. comrade John F. Whitcomb is hereby
designated as marshal of tbe day.
William Small,
Post Commander.
1). I* Fields, Adjutant.
At

HOTTER OF THE POST.

Following it the roster of Wm. H. H.
Rice post, G. A. R„ to-day:
Ellsworth
hmall, William, commander,

Coonick, William, 8VC,"
Kief, John O, J V C,
True, William H, quartermaster,
Curtis, A W, chaplain,
Haskell, G H, O of D,
Murch, Nahum, O G,
Richardson, A L, surgeon,
Fields, D L, adjutant,
Breenshan, Timothy,
Whitcomb, J P,
Osgood,Irving,
Smith, M 8,
Gray, BP,
Dorr, CP,
Grindal, C H,
Bonsey, E,
Dean, J B,
Denico, A H,
Goodwin, 8 A,
Joy, H N,
Jordan, R P,
Armstrong, John W,
Parsons, James E,
Phillips, Ambrose,
Garland, Albert,
Scott, John,
McGown, J A,
Moore, W P,
Cook, J L,
Spencer, A W,
Hawkes, Richard,
Hooper, Vinal P,
Higgins, John,

“

Sons. The premium will
$731.31.
On recommendation of the republican
the
election
city committee,
following

officers were appointed:
Ward l—Election clerk. Frank E. Tilden; ballot clerk, Walter J. Clark.
Ward 2-Election
clerk, Harry W.

*•
44

44

44

Ward 4 —Election clerk, Harold E. Maddocks; ballot clerk, Delbert M. Higgins.
Leonard W.
Ward 5-Election
clerk,
Moore; ballot clerk, Arthur W. Austin.
The question of substituting Tungsten
lights for several arc lights was discussed
at some length. The general opinion of
tbe board seemed to be that a greater
number of Tungsten lights would give
better street-lighting service.
Mayor Cunningham and Alderman
Heatn were made a committee to see Mr.
Graham, of the Bar Harbor A Union
River Power Co. in regard to tbe matter,
and also, while in Bangor, to make investigation as to concrete sidewalk work
which li is proposed to do on Main street,
from Oak street to tbe railroad or beyond,
in
acceptance of the proposition made by
tbe Village improvement society.
Mayor Cunningham will also communicate with State Highway Commissioner
Hardison in regard to State aid for permanent highway improvement, for which
an extra appropriation of $2,000 was made
by tbe city this year.

“
“

44
44
44
44
44

44
“

ished two-weeks’ services at

North

worth, returned

munity. There was a short musical profollowed by some remarks, after
refreshments were served and a

gram,
which
social

while Mrs.

Richard Grindle and son, of East
j Bluehill, were the guests of their mother,
F.
M. Billings, last week.
Mrs.
Mrs. J. H. Billings has gone to Penobscot to stay with her niece, Mrs. Lewis
Hutchins, while receiving medical treatMrs.

ment.
A.

20.

EAST SULLIVAN.
An interesting Arbor day program was
given in the Ash district school, Miss
Beatrice
Gordon, teacher.
Program:
Song, six girls: recitations, Veulah Hanna,
Horace Sinclair, Hazel Hanna, Evelyn
Leighton; song, Evelyn Leighton, Clayton

Robertson;’recitations, Inez Bunker, Fay
Sargent, Clayton Robertson; song, Bernice Sinclair, Inez and Myrtle Bunker;
recitations. Myrtle Bunker, Bernice Sinclair; dialogue, Ida and Ethel Bunker,
Thelma Hanna, Carrie West, Sibyl Bean,
Stephen
Evelyn Leighton; recitation,
Grindle; song, Bernice Sinclair, Fay Sargent and Veulah Hanna; recitation, Dayton Hall; song, school.
H.
May 20.

evening enjoyed. Mr. Mann goes
Bluehill for a series of meet-

from here to

winter have made the blood impure, causing loss of
appetite and that tired feeling, as well as the sores
and eruptions that occur at this time.
Be sure to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla this spring.
It combines the great curative principles of roots,
barks and herbs, so as to raise them to their highest

efficiency in the treatment of all blood humors, blood
diseases and run-down conditions.
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today. All druggists.

was

the

of dissatisfaction—whether real
rather than to have any
than he

paid

chandise

OF ACTRESSES
PRAISES PE-BU-NA.

QUEEN

or

fancied—

#

know is

of

worthy

faction Guarantee” instead of
tomers to believe
sure

of ourselves.

short,

to eliminate

lutely
In

anything

faction and share
—that’s the

sworn

mer-

“Satis-

asking our
are

we

doubt,

profits

our

with

less

got

carrying only

for here—in

we

say he

man

not

cus-

abso-

insure satis-

our

customers

purpose of this store.

Miss
Julia
Marlowe

IP

Hart, Schaffner & Marks, and

Leopold

"/ am glad to write my endorsement of the great remedy, Peruna. I
do so most heartily. "—Julia Marlowe.
Any remedy that benefits digestion
strengthens the nerves.
The nerve centers require nutrition.
It the digestion is impaired, the nerve
centers become anemic, and nervous
debility is the result.

|

Horse Co.’s

Clothing.
INTERWOVEN HOSE.

_

ON YOUR

EAST LAMOINE.
Gault is in Seal Harbor

Mrs. George W.
for a few days.

Mrs. Harry Coolidge is visiting her
mother, Mrs. S. Y. Deslsies.
Otis Googins, who has spent the winter
in Cambridge, Mass., is home.
Mrs. Winfield Hodgkins, who has
the winter with her daughter at Bar Harbor, is home.
The remains of Mrs. Clarincfa Eaton
from Massachusetts
were brought here
Saturday for interment.

spent

U.

May 21.
IN MEMOBIAM.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
Ar May 19, sells Julia Frances, Bar Harbor;
Helen 9 Barnes, Bar Harbor
Hancock County Ports.
West Solllivan—Sid May 17, sch Lavolta,
New London
Sid May 18. sch Georgietta, Boston
Ar May 20, schs Mary B Wellington; Mannie
Saunders, Providence
Franklin—Ar May 19, sch Lizzie Lee
Southwest Harbor—Ar May 8, sch Lillian
Ar May 10, sch Laura and Marion
Ar May 11, sch Lion
Sid May 8, ga s Maine
81d May 10, ga s Hilda Emma for Grand
Harbor, N B; Br sch Albert J Lutz for Yarmouth, NS
Sid May 12, ga a Copia for Nova Scotia; sch
Jennie A Stubbs for St John, N B
Sid May 18, schs Quickstep; Lion for Rockland
Sid May 16, sch Pemaquid
Sid May 17, sch Harvester for N S
Sid May 18. sch Pe-fect for Vinal Haven
with load of fish bones aud heads
Sid May 19, ga ss Copia, Hilda and Emma
Bass Harbor—Sid May 18, schs Annie P
Kimball. Lillian
Sid May 20. sch Eva M Martin

BORN.
BOWDEN—At Orland. May 10, to Mr and
Jesse W Bowden, a daughter.
BUNKER—At North Sullivan, Slay 7. to
aud Mrs Archie O Bunker, a daughter.
BURK HART-At Lamoiue, May 19. to Mr
Mrs Frank F Burkhart, a daughter.
HODGKINS—At Hancock, May 8. to Mr
Mrs Adelbert 8 Hodgkins, a son.

Medicine for the Blood
living during the

Bangor,

McGown. of

ings.

MOORE—At North Ellsworth,
and Mrs Frederick A Moore,

Is Needed Now

giving all we can for the money instead of
getting all we can for our merchandise—in
giving new goods or the money back in case
In

guest of Jenness McGown and

here

reported

Lymburner
hospital.

Lyndon
wreek-end
wife.

Ells-

_

house for Eugene
Lym burner is at a

NICOL1N.

Lizzie Nason Is at work for Mrs.
Jenness McGown.
Whitfield Grass and wife, of Hancock,
Bpent Sunday with Lyman Dewitt and
wife.

summer.

Young.

Because the unhealthful modes of

Believe

Mrs.

aostr1 iiscnunta

Mrs. Clarinda Y. Eaton, born Feb. 21, 1824.
> died March 25, 1912.
At a special meeting last evening, Mayor
The death of Mrs. Eaton brought to a
Cunningham, Aid. Grindal, Eldridge and
! close a long and useful life. She was born
Moor were present
of Trenton now the town of
It was voted to make the denomination in that part
the daughter of Solomon and j
of the bonds to be issued June 1, f 1,000 Lamoine,
She w’as married In 1
(Lord)
Sally
as
of
each instead
originally pro- 1849 to
fSOO,
Stephen H., son of Samuel and
posed. This is done at the request of the
Mary (Higgins) Eaton, who died March
successful bidders.
It was voted to instruct the street com- 15, 1863.
For some time before her death, Mrs.
missioner to lay crushed rock sidewalks
Eaton's strength had been insufficient for
on Water streat from the Bonsey mill to
tasks than sewing and knitting,
harder
Franklin street, and on Church street
and she pleased and enriched a large circle
from School to Oak.
of
friends
by many a gift of her handia
Mayor Cunningham
propo- work. When
her hands grew too feeble
position from the Bar Harbor & Union for this, she was occupied in reading,
River Bower Co. to install three Tungsten
to within a few
continued
she
which
street lights for each arc light designated
weeks of her death.
by the aldermen to be thus split up, the
where she
in
died
Mass.,
She
Methuen,
city to pay all expense of the change above had lived for thirty-five years with her
|3 for each Tungsten light. It is esti- daughter, Mrs. Hugh C. Smith. Besides
mated that the expense will be about $5 for
she leaves two grandchileach light, so the city’s part of the expense this daughter,
and one
would be about |2 for each light. The dren, two great-grandchildren
A. D. Hastings, of Somersister—Mrs.
of
a
will
make
tour
mayor and aldermen
Mass.
inspection to-night to decide what lights ville,
In respect to her oft-expressed wish,
to change.
her body was laid at rest in the cemetery
Adjourned.
at East Lamoine, beside that of the husband of her youth, and near those of her
BROOKS VILLE.
relatives and friends of other days.
P. H. Billings is building a large hennery.

May
“

ife, Saturday

w

Rev. William G. Mann, of Westbrook,
j
who conducted revival services here two
weeks recently, and who on Sunday fin-

1. O. Fowler is employed at Bluehill by
the White Granite Co.
Floyd Black has moved his family to
Bluehill for the summer.
Harry Bowden and wife are keeping
"

W. Carter and

Rev. O. J. (Juptill, with Mrs. Geraldine
Moore and Mrs. Mary B. Flood, are in
Bluehill this week attending the Hancock
county convention of Congregational
churches, as delegates from Ellsworth
Fails.

house full all

son.

Adjourned.

'nts. James
ind Sunday.

Hazel McGown and Calista Andrews,
who are teaching at Corea, spent Sunday
with Miss McG.wn’sparents, Jenness McGown and wife.

Monday and was
in the
tendered an informal reception
;
ballot clerk, Harry E. Howe.
vestry in the evening in recognition of
j Haynes;
Ward 3—Election clerk, John W. Mc- the services performed here and as a mark
ballot clerk, Almon O. Jelli- of
: Carthy, 1st;
appreciation by the people of the com-

and Nahum Murch.
John W
At tbe Congregational church
Armstrong and John Higgins.
Ellsworth
George W Patten,
At North
Benjamin Maddock*. and James A McGown
At F.11*worth Falls—C H Haynes, A W Ellis, i
W A Richardson, D J Lyman. A II Danico,
—

certification of the bonds,

t
?Tinting
voted to accept the bid of Rollins A
amount to

At

Mr. Shorey, the high school teacher at
Surry, was a recent gnest of George M.
Cunningham and wife.
Mrs. Henry Higgins and Florence 8ev?rance visited their sister, Miss Lena Higgins, at Bar Harbor last week.
Thurston Cunningham and wife, of
Bluehill, visited Mrs. Cunningham's par-

Mrs. Edmund R. Giles and Miss Florence
and Master Walter Giles, of Amherst,
were here over Sunday, guests of William
M*. Davis and wife.

funding bonds to the amount of |17,000
only, but at a meeting May 10, after bids
had been opened, it was decided to put
|13,000 in city notes into bonds. All bids
on the 117,000 were rejected and new'bids
James F. Farmer, of Boston, who has
for $30,000 asked for.
of
These bids, opened by City-Treasurer built a small summer hotel at the foot
D. L. Fiblde, Adjutant.
Joy in the presence of the aldermen Fri- Green Lake, arrived last night with bis
wife and two children.
The hotel is
day evening, were as follows:
Memorial Day.
C. E. Dennison A Co., Boston,
101.277 practically completed,
and Mr. Farmer
44
Wm.
H.
H.
Rice
Hbadwcartrss
102.437 and his
Post,) E. H. Rollins A Sons,
family are here to remain for the
44
Vo fS, DepastmbNt op Maine, G. A. R., \ | Merrill, Oldham A Cp.,
101.429
)
Ellswosth. May 21, 1912.
44
101.416 summer. The formal opening of the hotel
Blodgett A Co.,
44
Order No. 3.
Mr. Farmer has booked
101.000 will be May 30.
John P. O’Brien Co.,
I. In accordanoe with the rules and regulaTbe bids include tbe
many guests, and expects to have his
lithographing,
30. will be

tion* of

his hand.

finished work at

Bangor, and has moved his family here.
Surry They are at present with H. R. Wood.

Bond Issue of $80,000 Sold at Good
Premlun.
A meeting of the city goverment was
held last Friday evening for the opening
of bids on t be $10,000 bond issue. Present:
Msyor Cunningham, Aid. Grindal, Eldrldgj, Heath and Moor.
It was tbe original intention to issue re-

there with at 7 o'clock.
Thf Woman's Relief Corps, Hons of Vetersoldiers
gD9 and all honorably discharged
to take part with the
*od sailors are invited
memorial eaerciaespost in all its
William Small,
Post Commander.

son of Oscar H. Guptlll fell from a
Saturday, making a bad wound on
bis leg.
James Grindle, who has been working
in the mill, is at home with an abscess on

The

tree

Trenton

[

gUch

tUibertiacmentB.

ELLSWORTH.

»

I

So fA
>°.

WEST

Monday,

44

Devereux,
K,
Hagan, Ira B,
McFarland, D Y,

|

FALLS.

Mrs. Almond G. Jellison and Mrs. William H. Brown were in Bangor Saturday.

West Ellsworth

A

Marks, Horace,
orderi iasued by tbe poet Sperry, G H,
The following
~>mmanlier, William Small, give in detail Black, G W,
It is a pleasure
program for tbe day, and alao tbe
to viait the varloua ; not been a death
wmmitteea appointed
past year.)
eemeieriea In Die vicinity:
Kirer.

ELLSWORTH

41

44

Mrs
Mr
and
and

May 11, to Mr
a daughter.

>1 ARRl Kl).

The

—

—

141KB.
HEATH—At Seal Cove, May 18, W W A Heath.
HODGKINS—At Marlhom (Hancock), May 19,
Ransom Hodgkins, aged 74 years, 11 months.
MURCH—At Bangor, May 18. Frank P March,
formerly of Ellsworth, aged 48 years.
PARKER-At Orland. May 18, Mrs Eliza A
Parker, aged 88 years, 8 mouths, 12 days.
WILLIAMS—At Great Pond. May 17, Mrs
Direxa Williams, aged 81 years, 8 months, 4

days.

sock that

really WEARS.

EYES
It is wisdom to consult au optomeexperience and standing.

trist of

your eyes and prevent
your making a bad bargain. From
our eighteen years’ experience in eyesight testing and the fitting of corIt will

rect

save

glasses,

we

are

in

a

position

in any

supply glasses

case

*

*

ELLSWORTH,

to the

as

H fl C*P V tHV

THE AMERICAN

Voting Contest.

^

j

to

very best course to
take. You can consult us with coniidence. We absolutely refuse to

advise

Smith &

|cowuPoeNs|
k_-

MAINE.

-_J

that does

not need them.

A. Allen
28 Main

Optical Co.,

Street, Bangor,
Telephone

Me.

200.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Telephone
Personal attention to all de'n s.
or mail orders promptly attended to.

6229
Gun Meta! and
Russia Calf

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

best of leather, supplemented by the best of
Shoe in a nutshell. La France Shoes are attractive in the
MoreAtore window; they are beautiful on the foot.
over, a woman in properly fitted La France Shoes knows
nothing of tired feet. They fit snugly and yet are as
flexible as gloves. C. Let uav show you this stout, ser-

Telephone 5— 8.

THE

workmanship—that’s^La Prance

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
bKTMporiMC. Solicit*

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

viceable shoe,,which makes

P. 0 Box 7.

walkingsa_pleasure.

C. L. MORANG, Ellsworth.

Dr.H.WOSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day
FRIDAY

%a

—

««

•—

:

Bangor Office': 12 Grove St.
JpTofrBBitmai -TatBe.

ALICE

SCOTT

II.

SPECIALTY MAI»R OF
TYPEWRITING, At ( Ol NTING

AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Depo.-'i <& Trust Co., ol Portland, for furnUhiug rr«»*»fe and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
store). Ellsworth, Me.

]y^RS.

WALL PAPER

JULIA A CIIATTO

Robert Graves Co.’s exclusive designs and
Many cut-out floral borders

colorings.
now so

AGBKT FOB

PREVENTION OF

Spring Stock Now in.

New

EAST SURRY, MAINE.
CURTI8—DUNBAR—At Bluehtlll, Mav 20, by
Rev Char'.es Hargrove. Miss Esther I Curtis
to Charles C Dunbar, both of Bluehill.
At Sedgwick,
HOLDEN
HENDERSON
May 11, by Rev Elisha Sanderson. Miss Lilia
Henderson to Everett C Holden, both of
Brooklin.
At Surry,
WINCHESTER
MADDOCK8
May 15, by Rev Milton Beckwith, Miss
Gladys Maddox, of Bluehill. to Weldon
Winchester, of Surry.

only light-weight

CRUELTY TO

much used.

Paper

from

10c DOUBLE ROLL UP.

CHILDREN.

GTammiBBion JHerrijantB.

J. A.

The advertisements below represent some ol
the leading houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Hay Wanted QUICK!
Write or Wire

W.
Chamber of

J.

PHELPS,

Commerce, Boston.
Reference Beacon Trust Co.

THOMPSON,

ELECTRICAL
Pul

ELLSWORTH
WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Estimate*

ea

AND FIXTURES.
Wlrlet aid Supplies Cbeerielly OI**a.

ANDREW M.
Estey Building, State St..

Main St.

MOOR.
Ellsworth

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO PAT, NO WA8HBI.”
All klndB of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building, State St..

Grindie, from Bangor, A. J Grindle and
George Carter, from Frankfort.
R.
May 30.

COUNTY NEWS.
BLUEHILL.

_

BROOK LIN.

Mrs. Sosie Abbott spent the week-end
In Brook tin.

Mrs. Stephen Cousins baa returned from
New York.
A. K. Farnsworth and wife are home
from Boston.

John Parker has gone to Kineo to work.

Rodney Carter, of Stonington, spent the
‘week-end here.
E. P. Babson
few days last week.

and wife

r

were

in

Bangor

Mrs. Frank W. Cole

a

Mrs.

Dr. E. C. Barrett and wife are visiting in
Boston and vicinity.
Chester Webber spent a few days in
Rockland last week.

W. Cole’s for the

Cove,

James Abram spent last week in Brooklyn attending to the opening of th* branch
store which Max Abram is starting there.
Alexander Davidson, Ward W. Weecott,
William P. Bissett and E. E. Myrick are
at home and employed at the White Granite Co., which opened last week.

three

Miss

with

Gladys Bridges

weeks, has returned home.

Charles Hargrove, of Bluehill, will
deliver the memorial addreaa at the BapRev.

Thursday evening, May
Seilers, of Sunshine, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Fred Stewart.
The junior class of the high school re30.

tist church

Mrs.

25.

come

Amanda

drama, “Valley Farm,”
peated
Fellows hall Saturday .evening to a Urge
The proceeds are for graduation expenses. Ice-cream was served, afat Odd

the

cp.

The Bluehill Fish and Game association,
through the efforts of W'alter R. Butler
and A. F. Townsend, have planted 20,000

fry

trout

The hsh

L,

in

Woods and

came

from the

is

in

Billings ponds.
of

ter

dance

social

a

was

May

was

enjoyed.

o’clock.
I'se Femme.

served at 8

30.

summer

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

home, which is being enlarged. She was
accompanied by Charles Culler, of Westport, Conn., the architect. Mayo A Townsend have

which

Supper

Providence,

looking after her

town

audience.

hatchery at Orland.

Henry T. Fowler,

Mrs.
R.

building another cotFlye Point.

is

Miss Maloney, of Boston, trained nurse,

present,

great importance will

matters of

as

dry goods

high school
high at Brook-

who has been

association of Bluehill acad-

May

a

defeated Southwest Harbor
lyn Saturday. Score, 15-7.
Mrs. T. W. Tolcott has returned to Arlington, Mass., after two weeks with her
dftughter, Mrs. A. W. Bridges.

Mrs. E. P. Nevin and daughter Dori#
here Saturday looking after changes
in their summer home, “Airly Beacon.”
were

The alumni

opened

baseball team of the

The

in readiness.

emy will meet in the academy
All members are requested to be

Fiye

Helen M. Smith is visiting in Ellsworth.

Joseph Simpson

charge of the work.

has returned

to

New-

ton, Mass.

The ladies' choral society will furnish
music for the Memorial day exercises at
town hall and at Seaside cemetery. The
society will sing one ^selection composed
by Mrs. Mary E. Mayo. Mra. Treworgy,
of North Sedgwick, will deliver the address in the hall.

Jessie Lawrence has returned from
Boston for the season.
Mrs.

Miss Helen Adams, of Ellsworth, was a
guest at W. O. Emery's Sunday.
David Guptill has returned from a short
vacation at his home in Gonldsboro.

Mrs. H. H. Saunderson, of Cambridge,
Mass., was a recent guest of her parents,
S. V. Bennis and wife.

Gilbart, of Midland Park,
N.J.,
May 19 and will stage the
play. “W’hat Happened to Jones,” to be
given by the senior and junior classes of
the academy commencement week. Miss
Gilbart was accompanied by Mr. ReyMiss Hallie F.
arrived

Arbor
with
a

nolds, who assists her in her work.

day

appropriate

tree and

by

observed

was

exercises

the

school

and pUnting of

dower seeds.

J. C. Davis and daughter, formerly
have rented the
Crimmin
house and will make Sullivan their homo.
Mrs.

Benton,

of
REBEKAH CONVENTION.

•

returned from

a

Over has

W. F. Bruce and wife have returned
from their annual trip to Boston.
gone to Boston
where she is to

Oapt. A. R. Welch baa
sloop Ouy Francis,

in the

sold.

L. P. Cole represented Schoodic lodge,
K. of P., at the Pythian convention in
Portland last week. Mrs. John Hutchins
was a delegate from Halcyon temple, of
Pythian sisters.

church.

Emma, Nina and Etta Horton
Reading, What is a Bronze Button?
Mrs Bettel
Address, Peace and Arbitration,
Rev Mr Barker
International Hymn
Peace
on
Quotations
Recitation, Message of Peace,
Willis Snowman
Recitation, Angel of Peace.Doris Carter
Vocal Solo,.FA McGouldrick
Recitation, Grand Old Army Boys,
Rath Bettel
Recitation.Gladys Leach
Recitation..Helen Merrill

Day, its origin and purpose,

Allison Colwell
Famous Trees...Fifth grade
Forest Trees....Evelyn Wasgatt

Recitation...Lloyd Farley
The Tree’s Dream.Leitba Temple

were

C.
WINTER HARBOR.

William

ployed

on

Jordan, of
the Winona.

Lamoine,

is

Jbome:

Lather

and

wile, of Milford,
guests of Mrs. Scribner’s parents, H.
wife, Sunday.

Mrs. F.

S. Graves, who has been in Bos-

visiting her sister, Mrs. W. Ames,
joined Mr. Graves here last week. Mr.
Graves has sold his house and farm to a
Mr. Hamilton, who will oocupy the house
as soon as

Mr. Graves

moves

out.

All

are

sorry that Mr. Graves and wife are going
away. The good wishes of a host of
friends follow them to their new home.

a

May

are

M.

20.

Lester
ISLE

AU HALT.

Earl Barter is visiting his father, J. T.
Barter.

day.

cook

large garage ia to be built at Grindpoint. Workmen are now employed

the

foundation and stone work.

been

visiting

her

Stonington.
Lizzie Conley came from Massachusetts
Friday and is visiting her brother James
mother at

at York

is often a sign of poor health.
Lou of weight generally ahow*

Miss

from

Boston,

had employment in the
ion office.

May

this condition and bnilds
whole
the
body, ah Orwwu.
up

has

C.

Wilbur has gone to
work for A. I. Foes.
John

E. DeMeyer

was

sachusetts last week

CHICHESTER S PILLS

1

A

C*hl-eh«MerN
Pill* in Hrd
\ bvnea, seatedTake n„ ether. Bny mf yeor *
Dntacfist. AskforC ffl-d Iflx-TFHS
DIAMOND BRAND PILLH, f,« U
years known as Be*», Safest, Always Reliable

SW.D BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
I

she

13.

Alvin

12-10

THE DI AMOND BRAND.
Ladle*! Auk

where

Youth's Compan-

EASTBROOK.

corrects

& Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J.

island.

Hattie A. M. Turner is home for the

summer

wrong.

Scott’s Emulsion
Scott

s

feeling,,

powers—you

find yourself altogether Isetter
apw
you have used Beechaa's ha.

j

They

are

TM oudlt to be sure to rmd tt* down-,
with c»er» bot

Attention! Butchers and Famm
TOU CANNOT STAND TO
LOO
highest cash

Too will get
rowaod W

hlJw.

market

•hwp pelts by wiling diro: lohwS*
and riming not dealer,'
pr «u wj 5!??
r-‘n"» all e.«v.lgnmrnt. f„> of
P'tow allowed are not sattrei, ..tistliSr1

Hie Bernard Tannery,

Whitefie]4,j.l

going to

Bryant, an old and esteemed citiDeer Isle, died May 8. He
widow, four sons and one da ugh-

CASTORU
For Infanta and Children.

1

ter.

May

13._Sadik.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

Hancock point.
A few

people are already here.
Crabtree, who has been very ill

summer

William
of measles,

is

out.

Irving Smith,

who is in

has gone to bis home in

a

poor

health,

Ellsworth.

Mrs. Hattie Martin bas returned from
Harbor.

visit with her sister in Bar

Miss

Jennie Bail bas

returned

from

Medfteld, Mass., w here she hes been employed through the winter.
Howard Crabtree, of Somerville, Mass.,
formerly of Hancock Point, is spending
his vacation at

May

William Crabtree’s.
E.

JO.

LAMOINfc.
Neil Leach, of Wilton, spent Sunday
with his family here.
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins is visiting in WalEast brook.

tham and

Hill Cemetery corporation will
meeting at the church
Memorial dav, after the exercises in the
cemetery. All lot-holders snd those interested are urged be to present.
R. H.
May JO.
j
Forest

hold it# annual

_

WEST BURET.
Fred

Blaisdell is working for
George Phillips.
Edwin T. Outer and wife, of Bar Harbor, visited Gspt. G. F. Gray and wife
Mrs.

Sunday.

Mrs. Augustus Moore, of
Hucksport,
visited her daughter, Mrs. Albert Willins,

on

Hancock to

home from Masbusiness.

Mrs. Cora Kingman visited her daughter, Mrs. Leach, in Bangor last week.
Gem.
May 13.
-—..

<

—

cough remedy on the market (or conghi,
I colds and croup,” For sale by all dealers.

WBff..

<

Stferrusoiirma.

Want
are

Beautiful, luxuriant hair?
That is perfectly natural, and
are

here to

help
is

a

old-tashioned

delicacies that children love. It makes
them fat and keeps
them well and

And you would like long
hair? Rich, heavy hair?

Ayer’s Hair Vigor

MICHEUN
Red Inner Tubes

Long Hair?

■

|

you.

great

aid to nature in producing
the kind of hair you desire. Do not be afraid to
use it.
No danger of its coloring your hair. The ingredients are all given on each
label, thus enabling your
doctor to wisely advise you
concerning its use. Consult
him freely. He knows.

just

by

J. C. A TIER

CO., Lmll,

—-tit.

William Tell
Flour
Bread made from William
Tell Flour is extra fine and

j
p™

Ii

HH

Pauper Notice.
contracted wHh the City of Ellsfor those who
worth to support and
HAVING
the
need assistance
five
care

next
during
baby criea (or Chamberlain's may and are legal residents
llsworth. I
Mrs. T. B. years
writes
Cough Remedy,”
forbid all persons trusting them on my acKendrick, Rasaca, Ga. “It ia the beat count, as there is plenty of room and accom-

“Our

E^g Copy of

odations
house.

tto

care

for themi at the City Farm
M. J. Dae mm by

extra

nutritious.

Milled from selected Ohio
Red Winter Wheat—by onr
own special process—it la
richest in bread-making

%

IIS

ft

l|
|jj|

qualities.
n

‘S'
Sk

Goes farthest, too. More
loaves to the barrel. Order
OJ)
today.
WBITCOHH. BAVNKS * CO.
C. W. GKINOA1-

H
v

|

©Their
is

superiority

recognized all

over

]

For
S*U mrrvhn, 10s., 2 Sc.

of South

leaves

J

bowels, liver, kidneys and
,to*2
in regular active
working

Quick Relief

Roy Laurie and wife are living with
George F. Kane while Mr. Lanrie it weir
fishing.
Spur.
May 1«.

J

m

F. H. Tangle and wife sailed for Europe
Saturday. They will return in July.
Cm;mb*
May ®.

William Rayuea is employed as
and house keepcrfor Mrs. Frederick

Jacob

naturally,

Mra. A. P. Nevin and daughter Doris
were here from New York last week.

Law Olmatead.

zen

gently,

harmless family
remedy |,
famous for its power to

In every way—in
actions and in

family have returned

Mrs.

stone
on

fire the necessary relief
00*11,

Eaton has moved his household

to his father’s.

Stillwater.

we

Mrs. Edwin Rich has

j

Ernest

Davidson

the Warren Grant house.

Mrs. Ida Stiuson is visiting relatives at
South Deer Isle.

goods

___

SORRENTO.

8 UNSET.

*

find,^

safdy,

AKK.’J

C. H. Preble has sold bia farm to Bloomfield Higgins.
Allen Hall is getting ready to move into

_

—

ton

Itontistfentts.

something

Wentworth, of Ellsworth, and
son Harold, of Wellesley, Mass., vistled
Barney Mulls,i Sunday.
Mrs. G. A. Keene, of Lynn, Mass., and
Mr*. P. H. Stratton, of Bangor, are visiting their mother. Mrs. Julia Hutchins.
M.
May 30.

Thousands through
three
attons and the wide
world
hare found, as you w.U

;

long

borne.

Frank M.

Pomona grange will
meet here with Bchoodie grange ThursA

Tbs

Mrs. Sylvia Ash, with daughter Marcia,
Bangor, ia visiting ber mother, Mrs. J.
M. Hardison.

em-

Mountain

Green

a

A. B. Con*nr is viaiting in Bneksport.
Mtry Csndage is working for Mr*.
Chatto.

wife.

"* **

o

were

BI.CEHILL FALLS]

E. K. Scammon and

A. Butler and

Spec.

on

their

vacation with

gnod-for-nothingrcss

Sunday.

eleven months.

Mrs. Grace

The store of Bert Brown is being painted.
Mrs. Carrie Eaton bas returned from
Lynn, Mass.

30.

over

Charles West, who has been ill

Ssvsge was pleased by *
shower of post-cards on ber birthday.
M. B. Scammon and wife are spending

breath and the general

unrS—*'*'

T

time, was much pleated with a donation
that I be people gave him laat week.

May®.

Tbe children, under the direction of the
teachers, piloted spruce sod cedar trees

Charles Scribner and

EAST BLUEHILL.
cotters

Dr. Hawes snd family, of Bangor,

EGYPT.

st.J?

mur

i

MARLBORO.
at their collage here

|

its

D.

®.

Mrs. Darld House came from Indian
merly of Weet Sullivan, is in town to have
River leal Saturday, called here by the illremains of ber mother disinterred and
| ness of her fitber. Ransom Hodgkins, who
removed to W'interport.
died Sunday, aged seventy-four year* and
Dirioo.
May 30.

of

May

1

t be

The Heed.».. Master Richard Hbaw
Tbe Heart of the Woods. .Miss Doria Colwell
An Arbor Day Rainbow.Isabel Wakefield
Legend of the Apple.Mias Lydia Hhaw
Buttercups and Daisies.Julia Young
Legend of the Aspen .....Mias Bernice Heavy
The Planting of the Apple Tree,
Miss Ruth Htewsrt
The Columbine.*...Miss Dorm Kelly
Tbe Brook’s Hong...Ida Kelly
The Fairy Spring.Arthur Cole
Hinging, America. .School

snd flowers beds.

May

Mr*. Mtry Ounlon, of Winterport, for- I

ARBOR DAY.

Arbor

a

headaches,

hiccoughs, flnt ulemr

week.

cream

_

tion last week.

Spangled.Banner

following
W. Bridges

i

lumber.

j

gueat at

Mina Man* Thompson
Mra. Adeline Pea*!**’* laat week.
Mra. Heath, housekeeper for Roland
Durgaln. ha* been in Bangor the past I
was

Sunday.
DEER ISLE.
L.
May 30.
|
Capt. William H. Brown and wife, of
What Texans Admire
Atlantic, are visiting friends here.
is hearty, vigorous life, according to Hngh 1
Edgar Haskell and wife, efter e week in Txllman,
of San Antonio. “We find." be
summer.
Boston, arrived home Wednesday.
writes, “that Dr. King's New Life Pills surely
new life snd energy into a person.
Wife
put
30.
Axon.
May
David Eaton and wife, of East Boston, and I believe
they are the best made." Exhave opened their oottage for the summer. cellent for stomach, liver or kidney troubles.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
2S cts. at all druggists.
Capt. George Haskell, who is sailing a
Mrs. J. W. McKay visited her brother,
and has been in the
Philadelphia
yacht,
<&nurtt*ciMKt.
D. M. McFarland, at Washington Junc-

Bettel and Flossie Veazie

The

Tuesday.

The Gulden Rule society held sn Icesociable, with a musical program,
Proceeds
for tbe
Saturday evening.

The village schools observed Arbor day
Friday with the following program.

IU

U*tie Gray i« working at Booth BrookaTill* for Mr* Alfred Chatto.

James K. Ashe and wife, ot East Sullivan, visited Mr*. Nancy Ash Sunday.
Arthur Keefe has torn down Milton hall
and will build two tenement bouae* oat of

Doris Scribner, who has been visiting
her parents in Milford, is with her grandparents, H. A. Butler and wife, for the

Recitation, Progress and Peace,

Granite Co. has started

returned to work

men

Tbe

Want

quick relief from b,l,ouSn

baa been the gueat

boro last week.

Reciatation, Peace.Alton Horton

Recitation, The Bronze Button.. Doris Merrill
Music, Doris Carter, Doris Merrill, Ruth

job.

Tbe qnarrynten’s strike ia settled.

Corea and Prospect Harbor played tbe
first ball game of tbe season Saturday.
Score, 6 to 9 in favor of Prospect Harbor.

_

The White

Mrs.
of Mra. Hattie Uwy.

last week.

Dennis MeMsnos, of Ellsworth, is in
j
town calling on friends. All are glad to
welcome him beck again.

_

catting

Richard Kenton

Mrs. George W. Colwell and daughter
Edna are guests of C. 8. Colwell in Sooth
Hancock.

—

20.

Bluehlll.

valuable horse

a

tbe

meeting will be held to-night at StanMany members of Ruble chapter, O. E.
The district convention of Kebekab
wood Boynton's to organise a Boy Scout S., attended the meeting at Bar Harbor
lodges was held here May 14. The day
company, under the leadership of Rev. E. May 13. An enjoyable time is reported.
was pleasant, and a large number gathered. The lodges of the district—Noko- F. Wood.
Road Commissioner E. C. Hammond has
H.
May 20.
a crew of men working on the roads to get
mis, Ellsworth; Cecilia, West Brooksville;
Center Harbor, Brooklin—sent large delethem in the best possible condition for the
SEDGWICK.
summer travel.
gations. The Castine lodge was invited.
E. R. Guptill and wife arrived at the
Mrs. Homer, of Bucksport, assembly
Charles W. Sargent recently sold his
Green
last
week.
cottage
president, was present, and her wise,
large sloop to Robert Deris, who left SatMrs.
H.
and
J.
Madam Byard of Havercheering and helpful words were inspirurday for Southwest Harbor, where be
hill, Mass., arrived at their home here will
ing.
engage in flahing.
Nokomis lodge worked the degree in a Saturday.
The launch Winona, owned by Capt. H.
Miss Harrietts Cole, who has been visitmost pleasing and satisfactory manner,
E. Tracy, has been sold to western parties,
after which Mrs. Fannie H. Parker intro- ing her sister in Ashland, is spending s
and men are employed getting her in
duced Mrs. Homer and District Deputy few days in Washburn with friends.
readiness for commission.
Mrs. Eliza Herrick, and then gave a corG. S. Bridges, foreman of the Portland
Steamer Marjorie, recently purchased by
dial and eloquent address of welcome, Packing Co.’s
factory at Lubec, has
Capt. Barbour, has been receiving repairs
which was ably responded to by Mrs. finished the
spring work there and ia and painting, and left Friday for Bangor.
Alice Stanley, of Brooklin.
home for a few
weeks before going to
She will be placed on the route which inThe program by the local lodge follows:
Wolcott, N. Y.
cludes Bangor and river porta the coming
Piano duet, Mrs. Mayo and Mrs. Twin- i
Among those who will attend the ses- season.
John
E.
L.
ing; reading,
Wood; solo,
sion of the Grand chapter, O. E. 8., at
8.
May 20.
Osgood; reading, Mrs. Beulah Osgood; Portland this week are
Mrs. Alice 8.
Mrs.
vocal
Mrs.
Fannie
duet,
Mayo;
poem,
COREA.
Mrs. Laura Eaton, Mrs. Fannie
Byard,
Stover and Mrs. Beulah Osgood.
Mrs. Bessie Ginn, of North Penobscot,
Lane, Mrs. Nellie Robbins, and Miss
A supper was serv ed at 6 and again at 12
Maud Willey.
is visiting her parents, Florence Crowley
■o’clock at which about
200 gathered
U.
and wife.
May 20.
around the tables. Tbe event will long be
The Baptists gave an ice-cream sociable
remembered with pleasure.
NORTH HANCOCK.
at the church Friday evening. Proceeds,
H.
May 20.
Mrs. Charles Googins was in Bangor last
fe.ao.
week on business.
PEACE DAY OBSERVED.
John Norton has sold his place to MariM.
B.
has
returned
to
Seal
Harbor, etta
Joy
The W. R. C.
celebrated Peace and
Tracy, whom he bought it of three
after
a
week
with
his
here.
family
Arbitration day by an entertainment and
years ago.
ice-cream sale in the evening. The comMrs. Jane Wilbnr, of East brook, was a
The annual meeting of the church cormittee thanks all who assisted in the j recent guest of Mrs. Calvin Hutchins.
poration was held May 11. The church,
work, and especially tbe children, who
dedicated a non-sectarian
Reuben Williams and wife, of Frank- which waa
union church, was turued over to the
rendered their parts so well, much to |
Baplin, were week-end guests of Clarence
for
the
tists,
their credit. The program:
purpose of barring oat the
Stratton and wife.
Latter Day Saints.
Twenty-third Psalm, recited by members
Everett
8.
George Gougina and Mrs.
May 13.
of W R C
Googins visited Mrs. W. I. Ford in MarlPiano solo.Rath Bettel 1

May

loet

You
Often

WEST SEDGWICK.

WEST HUUJVAN.

Bradbury Smith

*

SMwnutmcnu

Maggie Carter baa returned to Brooklin.
Mitt Lucy A at bury h.a returned to

13._Kg*.

Mis. 4. W. Stinson baa gone to South
Hancock to spend s few days with her
husband.

A

Star

May

visit to Portland.

be

his hotel at

near

tage

F.

is at

Odd Fellows block.

Owen L.

E. J. Brooks and wife, of Orange. N. J.,
here getting their summer home, Ei-

Boston,

of

summer.

has

Abram

Mix
store in

are

win

Saturday.
Georgia Foley,

Boston

home from

came

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Mias Dons Colwell has returned from
visit in Steuben.
Miss Susie

COUNTY NEWS.

lest tall, ie spending a teatestily. He returned to Boston Monday, accompanied
by his wife
and daughter Freda.
South since
days with hi*

COUNTY NEWS.

the World

IN STOCK BY
Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works, Water St.

;

VOTERS ;
,11! MAINE paq»
3.)_

ronfinMcd from

(

and State
advertisement In
of New York. Mas,.ndlr.K pnin rs
and Maine, soliciting proThese proposals
for the loan.
March 27. 12*9. The
to be opened
of the entire loan
„,BS the sale
which amount
nremlum of 179,900,
to the payment of
directly applied
Governor

Oie

..■stun.

£"*Lr Inserted

an

Hits

H.

Soon after the negobonds there was an

.nubile debt.

these
turn in the money marsad had these Initiatory steps
~
delayed It U altogether probable
could not have been
.. ,|lf8* bonds
The annual saving In
ted at par.
0f

„n

favorable

effected by this
Interest account
the State debt
Mful funding of
to 271.520.00. and has very
lightened the burdens of the

"

Counted

Materially

xpayers.
■ricullure

State
Made •
ment.

Depart-

of
recommendation
who haa always
.vernor Burleigh,
j
touch
with
the
In sympathetic
of the State and their Intertha secretary of the Board of ,
tnwas given a merited
*
and assigned perma- j
s „( salary
at the Stats House, thus
,nt Quarters
the

Through

In
Trmers
Uiculiure

■

convenient and
ailing hl» department
to tha public, and enabling
time to the
whole
his
,m to devote

j

■

Mailable

duties of hie
acting and Important
(Be®.
the late Civil War
The survivor* of
Slat#
Appropriation for

J
I

increased

!
Pensions.
friend In Maine than
If was upon hti j
lo vernor Burleigh.
recommendation that the ;
■erv earnest
Bve had

no truer

of 18S9 Increased the
iroprintion for disabled veterans,
from
hose dependent upon

ap-

-risUture

and
270.-

them,,

90 to 2125.000.
It was upon

!

|

Indexing of the State Library.
Library was about to
new quarters in the
in 1991. OovElute House
attention of
trrwr Burleigh called the
the Legislature to the great Importance
When the State

be moved Into Its

extension,

of

8

with

It

ipplylng

a

modem

card

calalo-uc. In order that Its treasures of
Information might be unlocked and
rendered easily available to Its patrons
y.,r this reason he advocated an ap(mprluiion for the purenaae of the
necessary cabinets and other material.
rod it.mploymont of additional help.
(killed In this chusa of work. The Legislature responded to this appeal, and
lodai the State Library of Maine. In
ronvcnlence and usefulness. Is second
10 none In New England.
or

Reduction

vn«

ovate

ax

nave.

The total taxation may safely be
i for the year 1>90 to two
ra:t»l -u.**-quarter mills, which would
b. ,i r«
a tion of SU7,199.94 per annum
The lightness of a State tax
of two and one-quarter mills can
b*• appreciated only by remembering tut one mill of It l* for the
8*
<>1 fund, levied according to
pr
»> and divided according to
pop
for

Excluding the school

and generous provision
youth of the State in force
for seventeen years) it will be

tax
t

o

now

rate of taxation for
of
government
nil! in 1*30 be the lowest tax levied
for 3v y. nrs. and as low- as any that
has been levied for 50 years. The
entire State tax for next year will
be Sr.3O.099.i5 or less than was levied
on
Cumberland county alone In
that the

seen

‘general

purposes

1*65”

in

Congrsss.

When Governor Burleigh, therefore,
sent to Congress, he was no new
or Inexperienced man.
Mis record as
in able executive had preceded him,
and }.,* was known ami addressed by
his Congressional associates from the

1908

5.

experience,

great fund of common
•tmse, calm judgment, and a conscientious desire to do that which will best
the true Interests of the people.
Governor Burleigh’s own statement of
ms
position Is of special Interest and
significance. It is neither hysterical
nor
but the sane and matured Judgment of an experienced legislator, whose past record sheds an Informing light on his present utterIn defining
his
position on
a

Jfrve

declamatory,

which his voluminous

in this campaign
spondence
he of
great concern to the
Mr.

Burleigh

correshows to
people of

saya:

desire at this time to state,

my views
cinctly,
fundamental

Alonzo

Carter has returned from

a

1

in

congress

gave

my |

to
the
support
legislation
recommended by Presidents McKinley
and Roosevelt, and also to that recommended by President Taft,
with
the exception of the Canadian reci1
voted
against
procity measure.
believe that
that measure, and still
Canada »t
had it been accepted by
would have worked a hardship and
to
the
an injustice
agricultural interests of Maine and other states.
The commercial and ship
New
Interests of
England

Ume Shoulder is
rheumatism of the

yields to the free
lain's Liniment.

nearly always due to
muscles, and quickly

application
For sale

busi-

trip to Boothbay.
Burglars tried to force an
the John Wells Candage
ness

by

suc-

on certain broad and
questions of vital Importance to the people.
My record on
State issues Is open and well known,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

of Chamberall dealers.

In Effect

May 15, 1IH2.

Stu.'

BAR| HARBOR TO BANGOR.

burgess'
FOBES CO
>^<CgOBTlANP.MAINO

PRODUCTS,

[^GDE'u’QiSNB
White Liam
—--<

Sot's *45 fP9

It
10
00
BAR HARBOR
4 15.
Sorrento.
4 45
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.fll20;f6l6f950
5 22
9 58
11 27
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
Haucock. 11 30: 6 25 10 03
Franklin Road.:il 40 I 5 33 10 14
10 45
»11 00 til 50 j 5 41
Wash’gt’n June.
11 57; 5 47 10 52
11 06
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls.
§11 10 12 0-2. 5 52 ‘*10 57
Nicolin. §11 22 ;12 151 6 07 ill 10
6 17*1119
Green Lake. §1130 12 24
Phillips Luke. §11 37 112 31 J 6 25 JU 26
Kdery’s Mill.I 6 28
6 33 *11 34
Holded. §11 43 12 39
12 00 12 59 6 53, 11 53
Brewer June.
1 05
7 0c 1159
ar.
12 05
BANGOR..
....

...

PM
4 50
8 06

Portland.ar.

Koston{via Dover

Boston via Ptsmth

ar
ar

*

Portland.lv.

*

301.

tA6

^IBWTMWQ

llOTiwir

building
should

50j*12

A
P M I
8
7
00 ...
9
A
AM'
1 201.tlO

*10

M
00
00
M
57

....

Bangor 7 a in. Ellsworth
8 11 a m, arrive at Bar Harbor 8.45.
Returning
leave Bar Harbor 4 pm, Ellsworth 6.20 p m.
arrive at Bangor 6.30 p m.
•Daily, Sundays included.

their affections.
was
Burleigh
Governor
In 1697
Reprechosen at a special election
sentative to Congress from the Third
Congressional District to fill the vadeath of Hon.
cancy caused by the
that time
Since
Seth L. Milltken.
on

he

has
that

been

continuously

re-elected

until the Democratic
landslide of 1910 which swept everyEven
thing in his District before it.
Goverthen he largely led his ticket,
to

position

2651,
being
Plaisted's plurality
Mr. Gould’s plurality over Mr.
of
Burleigh was but 1389. a reduction
1£62 votes in the Democratic plurality.
District
Hundreds of voters in his
ballot
who cast a straight Democratic
and
their
regret
have since expressed
neither
which
sorrow at his defeat,
else
anticipated.
they nor anybody
nor

--^

A paint for every purpose
of
indoors and out
—

—

exceptional quality

such
that it

tfrtaAaA
dilAhdXfarf

tDaily except Sunday.
cDaily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
(Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
tspecially
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald.
Vice President & General Manager.
Portland, Maine.
cure

Steamship
Corporation.

Eastern

Boston #4.75
#8.50 Round

Bar Harbor and

One Way.

Trip.
Bluehill and Boston

You will practise economy,
and achieve the very best results possible, IF you will ask
for PORTLAND goods when
the
you want anything in
paint line.

Dealer* all
carry

Maine
these QUALITY goods.
over

while

Insist

on

them; it is

to your

distinctly

advantage.

Way.

Mary D. Lowell, late of Verona, in said
county, deceased. First account of George

W. Bassett, executor, filed for settlement.
Hannah M. Ober, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Merritt T. Ober, administrator, for license to fell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Burley or Burlie H. Leach, late of Penobscot, in said county, deceased. Petition filed
bv Otis Leach, administjator. for license to
sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Edward Brown, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Inez C.
Brown, administratrix, that an order be issued to distribute among the heira of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of
said administratrix, on the settlement of her
first account.
Isaac N. Cole, late of Brooklin. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Frank W.
Cole, administrator, that an order be issued
to distribute among tbe heirs of said de
ceased, the amount remaining in the hands of
said administrator, on the settlement of his
first account.
Edmund H. Pendleton, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Margaret
Riviere Pendleton, executrix of the last will
and testament of said deceased, that the
amount of inheritance tax upon said estate be
determined by the judge of probate
Arthur A. Burnham, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Third account of Albert F. Burnham, executor, filed for sett!emeut.
Lillian 8. Robertson, a minor, of .Sullivan, in
said county.
First account of Catherine
Robertson, guardian, filed for settlementClyde E. Robertson, a minor, of Su'livan, in
said county.
First account of Catherine
Robertson, guardian, filed for settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
_Attest:—T. F. Mahonky, Register.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.—At. a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on tbe seventh day
of
May, in tht year
of our Lord one thousand nine buudrtd'and
twelve.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
LORENZO N. KETTLE, late of WESTON,
in the county of Middlesex, a\id commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said commonwealth of
Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having
been preseute 1 to the judge of probate for
our said county of Hancock for the
purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in the pro
bate court of oar said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by pubiisn.ng
a copy of this order three
weeks successively
iu the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in sale countv of Hancock, prior to the fourth day of June. a. d.
1912, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock iu tne forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have,
against the same.
JEROME II. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
A ti ue copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

fllHB subscriber, M trgaret Oracle F ske, of
X Petersham, in the county of Worcester,
commonwealth
of
Massachusetts,
hereby
gives notice that she has been duly appointed

#4.50

One

#8.00 Round Trip.

Steamer J.T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2 00
p m dally except Monday for Heal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor. 8tontng
ton. North Haven and Rockland, connecting
wltb steamer for Boston.
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehill 100 p m
dolly except Monday for South Bluehill, Brook
11'
Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentville, South

Brookfvllle. Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast or
Camden
Leave Boston 5pm dally except Sunday
for Rockland, connecting wttta steamer leaving
RO'Kland, 5.15 h m, or on arrival ol steamer
fron Boston, dally except Monday tor Bar
Ila box, Bluehill and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hekhick, Agent, Bluehill.

Dated

May 7. 1912.

JL

be has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
GENEVA A. CAIN, late of SEDGWICK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment iirmediatelv.
Yktts H. Cain.
Sedgwick, May 8, 1912.
subscribers

notice that
executors

bereDy
THE
they have been duly appointed
the
will and
of

of

last

A.

give

testament

J. ROBINSON, late

of

SOUTHWEST

HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of sail will. All
persons having demands against the * state of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Lucy C. Homes,
Feed P. Robinson,
Ralph J. Robinson.
Southwest Harbor, May 10, 1912.

THE

subscriber
has been

gives notice ihat
duly appointed executor
testament of

hereby

he
of the last will and
JOSEPH L. 8MALLIDGE. late

of

WINTER

HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to preseni
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im
Jeskf E. Smalmdgb.
mediately.
Winter Harbor, May 10, 1912.
subscriber nereDy gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminis
X
tratrix of the estate of
MARY A. AIKEN, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All per
given bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the esiate
of said deceased
are
desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlice H. Scott.
mediately.
Ellsworth, Me., April 8,1912.
tPHK

subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpHE
A she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
LYDIA J. ALLEN, late of SURRY,
lu the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to mak* payment immediately.
Fannie L. Thewoeoy Allen.
Surry. May 10. 1912.

notice tbst
duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament and codicil of
HENRY D. AVERILL, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
having demands against the espersons
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment ini
Mauy Estella Avebill.
mediately.
Steuben, May 14,HM2.

rpilK subscriber
.X she has been

hereby

gives

MTATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
May 8, a. d. 1912.
this eighth day of May, a. d, 1912,
on execution dated May l, a. d. 1912, lamed on a judgment rendered by the supreme
Judicial court for the county of Hancock and
•State of Maine at the term thereof began and
hoiden on the second Tuesday of April, a. d.
1912, to wit, on the last day of said term, being
the twentieth
day of April, 1912, in favor of C.
W. Grindle, of Ellsworth, in said
county and
State, against Leonard 0. Hodgkins, of said
Ellsworth, for the sum of sixty-thrte dollars
and forty eight cents debt or damage and nine
dollars and eighty-nine cents costs of suit
and will be sold at public auction to the highest
bidder on the twelfth day of June, a. d.
lt<l2,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon at the office of
Peters * Knovvlton in Ellsworth, aforesaid,
the following described real estate and ail the
right, title and interest which the said
Leonard C. Hodgkins has and had in and to
the same on the fifth day of August, a. d. 1911,
at eleven o’clock and
thirty minute* in the
forenoon, the time when toe same was attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situatec in
Ellsworth aforesaid and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the
northwest corner of George Milliken'* homestead; then running souther!* 'Jn said M:liiken’s line twenty five rods; then westerly and
parallel to the line of the Beu Milliken lot
ninety rods to a stake by an old iog feme;
thence south eighty-three and one-half degrees west fifty-nine and one-half rods to a
stake; then north eighty-six and one-half degree* west twenty-four rods to Union river;
then northerly aDd easterly along the river
and a cove to the said Ben Milliken lot line;
then easterly on said Milliken line to the
place of beginning and containing thirty
acres, more
or
less.
However, reserving
therefrom two acres more or less, bounded as
follows, to wit: Beginning on the said Milliken line ninety rods from the shore; then at
right angles southerly ten rods; then westerly parallel to said line thirty rods; then
northwest to the shore eight rods; then along
the shore to the Milliken line and on the said
line to the place of beginning.
Meaning aud intending to include the same
property which was conveyed to the said
Leonard C. Hodgkins by Leonard Hodgkins,
by his deed dated January 16, 1892 and recorded in Hancock records in vol. 269, page 431.
John A. Stuart,
Deputy 8heriff.
County

op

TAKEN

subscriber hereoy gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
STEPHEN P. BUNKER, late of GOULDS-

THE

BORO,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceasea
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make pay ment immediately.
Alton Bunker.
Birch Harbor, May 14,1912.
NOTICK OF FOKKCL.OSUKK.
HEREBY give public notice that I have a
claim by mortgage upon certain real estate in the towns of Eden, Mount Desert and
Winter Harbor, Hancock county, Maine, described in said mortgage asiollows:
A certain lot or Darcel of land situated in
Bar Harbor, in said Eden, and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the west side of Main street
at an iron bolt set in the ground at the southeast corner of his lot, it being the southeast
corner of land formerly of Tobias L. Roberts,
it being also the northeast corner of land now
or
formerly of Isiphine and Zena Grace;
thence north eighty-four degrees and fifteen
minutes west one hundred and two feet and
ten inches, more or less, to the northwest corner of land now or formerly of said Grace, it
being the northeast corner of land now or
formerly of Daigle; thence on same course,
but always following the north line of said
land of Daigle, seventy-three feet, more or
less, to the southwest corner of the lot herein
described, it being also the southwest corner
of land formerly of said Roberts; thence
north five degrees east, but always following
the western Hue of the land formerly of said
Roberts, fifty feet to an iron bolt set in the
ground; thence south eighty four degrees
and fifteen minutes east, parallel with the
first mentioned
one
line,
hundred
and
seventy six feet and four inches, more or
less, to an iron bolt set in the ground in the
western side line of said Main street: thence
following said Main street southerly fifty ieet
to the point of beginning,
containing 8,804
square fee', more or less, with all buildings
thereon.
Being all and the same lot d- scribed as conveyed in the deed from said Roberts to said
Foster dated October 19th, 1894, and recorded
in Hancock registry, in book 284, page lt>8.
Also another certain lot of land situated at
Northeast Harbor in the town of Mount
Desert, in said Hancock county, particularly
described as follows:
B~ginniug in the centre of the road leading
by the school house at the southwest corner of
the home lot now or formerly of Eiisha T.
Salisbury; thence north sixteen and one-half
degrees west, following the western line of
said home lot, five rods to the northwest corner of said lot; thence sou<la fifty eight degrees east, following the northerly line of said
lot. four rods to a stake; thence south sixteen
and one-half degrees east parallel with the
first line described five rods to said road;
thence by said road westerly to the point of
beginning, containing twenty square rods,
with all buildings thereon, being the western
part of the lot first conveyed to Elisha T.
Salisbury by Samuel N. Oilpatrick. aud the
same lot described as conveyed in the deed
from slid Salisbury to said Foster, dated
March 7th, 1887, and recorded in said registry,
in book 214, page 275.
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Sundays leave

PORTLAND I
VARNISH STAINS I

for nettlptnpnt.

executrix of the last will and testament of
CLARENCE STOUGHTON FISKE, late of
PETERSHAM.
J in the county of Worcester, in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and given
bond as the law directa, and not being a resident of tbe State of Maine, she has appointed
Chas. H. Wood, of Bar Harbor, town of Eden,
A M
Hancock county, Maine, her agent in tbe
8 55
State of Maine, as required by section 43 of
9 00
chapter 66 of the revised statutes of Maine.
P M
All
having demands against the estl2 35 tate persons
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im6 21
5 40 mediately.
Margaret Gratis Fiskk.

..

command the enthusiastic aid loyal
I
most
her
senators.
support of
earnestly favor proper measures for
of
restoration
and
the
upbuilding
I
Maine’s
industry.
shipbuilding
stand firmly for the development of

cause.

Archibald Henderson, late of Hlnehill, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
[ purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition fur
probate thereof and for administration with
the will annexed, presented by Harriet E.
Henderson, widow of said deceased.
Osman A. Bridges, late of Woonsocket.
Khode Island, deceased.
A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition
for probate thereof, presented by Lutie M.
Bridges and Victor C. Bridge*, executrix and
executor respectively therein named.
Prince E. Lufkin, late of Biooklin, in said1
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Edith B. Hubbard,
the executrix therein named.
John W. Leighton, late of Bucksport, in said
•county, deceased. A certain Instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
fcaid deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Pearl H. Wardwell,
one of the executors therein named.
William B. Stanley, late of Southwest Harbor, in said county, deceased. First account
of Lucinda 8. Johnson, administratrix, fl.ed

j
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YOUR EMPLOYE

1

Maine,

Abijah Carter is ill
Alvin Young is failing in health.
Roprosontative.
Governor's Burleigh's
The clam factory closed Friday after
Plurality
Plurality successful season.

j

and
an
American merchant marine
work at the nathe protection of our coastwise shlpCapitol, wrote to the editor of I ping.
In the 59th Congress I voted
his local pauer as follows:
for the ship subsidy bill, and the bill
It is a source of
great gratification to remove
discriminations
against
and pride to all Maine
to
here
people
American sailing vessels in the coast•vc- and know that Governor Burleigh
ing trade.
Is
universally classed among the strong
I shall always recall with pleasure
men of the House."
the service I have been able to renIt is for
der to our Union veterans.
3* What does the candidate stand
them to aay whether I have been atI
took
for. as evidenced by his past record tentive to their Interests.
the
•nd hie
great satisfaction in voting for
present position?
honorably
to
Governor Burleigh’s attitude toward bill to give preference
the political questions of the day may discharged soldiers and sailors in apunder civil service.”
he described as
wisely and sanely pro- pointments
Will the candidate add strength
4.
gressive. No man has a Keener perto hit party?
ception or a more practical grasp of
The Republican party of this State
present issues and present tendencies, )
1
desires not only to nominate, but to
knd that Is because he Is no mere theoriz-r or the rider of hobbles. His po- elect, a United States Senator. Govlitical convictions are not born of a ernor Burleigh’s record as a vote gethurst of rhetoric, nurtured by a meta- ter surpasses that of any other single
phor, or extinguished by a simile. They individual in the State of Maine. He
*re the product of
is pre-eminently a man of the people,
years of practical
legislative
enriched and and has a strong and permanent grip

ances.
issues

1908

as

entrance into
house MonWhat are hie personal characday night. The house is now occupied by
teristics, and is hs near to the people? Alonzo Carter and
family. One door was
Governor Burleigh's
boyhood and j forced open
but the burglars were
youth were spent upon the farm in frightened
away by the preparations that
Commission,
his native town of Linneus, Maine. were
being made to give them a warm reHe displayed from the
start
those
ception.
won
for
characteristics which have
May 20.
Xenophon.
him success In every activity of life.
At the age of 16, keenly realizing the
value of a good education, he cheerahbmiBnntmz.
live
fully
each
tramped
morning
miles to the Academy at Houlton, and
back again at night to his home on
the Unneus farm.
Step by step, by
his own energy and
ambition, and
Look Out for Trouble
platform.
with his own two hands, he made his
The after-effects of the Grip are apt
I believe
in
legislation way in the world.
adequate
He has been sucto he serious, hut a normal healthy
against trusts
and
so
monopolies,
cessful
in
he
because
business,
framed and administered as not
to
brought to it the same qualities which condition may be restored In a surInjure legitimate capital and business. won him success in
public affairs. prisingly short time by Vlnol.
F*°r this reason T voted for the “act
His promise needed no writing and no
Watertown, Wls.—“After a severe
to amend an act to protect trade and
seal to make it binding.
attack of the Grip my system was In
commerce against unlawful restraints
While in Congress he was, in the a very weakened, nervous and runand monopolies," and for the act "rebroadest sense, the representative of down condition. I
began taking Vlnol
qtifrlng corporations engaged In In- his whole District, and the interests
with the very best results, and In a
terstate commerce to make returns.
of those of different political
views
short time I began to feel like an enprohibiting rebates and
dlscrlmlna- were looked after
with
the
same
different person, and I am better
tlons and the use of Interstate comhave tirely
promptness and
fidelity that
mere** In attempts to destroy competland stronger than I have been for
characterized bis relations
with all
tlon. and for other purposes."
his constituents.
In this fact will be years." Adelaide Gamm. (We guaranThe regulation of
railroad
rates
tee this testimonial to be genuine.)
found the reason why so many memwith Justice to the people and to the
bers of other parties besides his own
WTe have never sold In our store
railroads, la a subject of enormous ; have voted for him on election day.
such a valuable strength creator and
and
of
consequence
great Intricacy
A man of absolutely stainless pubhealth restorer for the convalescent,
I voted for the bill for the regulation
j lic record, of Immaculate private life, the weak and run-down, as Vlnol, and
of railroad rates by
the
Interstate j of gracious neighborliness, of modest
we ask people In this vicinity to try
ucmrvc
nnu
vuiiiiiiiBaiuu,
finest
bearing and of the
business
undera bottle of Vlnol, with the
that It ha* already been fully justified qualities. Governor
enBurleigh is
by the opportunity it ha* afforded the titled to the consideration of every standing that their money will he repeople of having some voice in this voter who desires to see the welfare turned If It does not do all we claim
for It.
important matter.
pf the Republican party subserved.
Labor, equally with capital, has
G. A. Parcher,
Ellsworth, Me.
many
right* and
which
equities
The
to
only place
should he secured
get bargains in at the
and
safeguarded.
As an illustration
of
Attitude store that advertises for your trade.
my
toward these matters. I may say that
If he drinks, have a talk with him. Tell him
I voted for the
Federal
employer's ; Constipation brings many ailments in to take three da> » off and undergo the treatment
liability bill, and for the "bill to pro- its train and is the primary cause of much that will make a man of him and give him Selfmote the safety
of
employees and sickness.
Keep vour bowels regular, Mastery once more. You know he must quit
travelers upon railroads by
limiting 1 madam, and you w ill escape many of the drink or you will have t»> discharge him, and
ailments
to
which woman are subject. that is a hard tiling for you both. Get a copy of
the hours of
service of
employees j
Constipation is a very simple thing, but our Three Days," a business man’s true story.
thereon." I have always
advocated like
many simple things, it may lead to It is free. Let us prove to you that the
liberal treatment of government em- serious consequences. Nature often needs
ployeea In the matter of compensation a little assistance,and w hen Chamberlain’s
and of hours of service.
Tablets are given at thte first indication,
The conservation of our natural re- much distress and suffering may be
avoided. Sold by all dealers.
sources both state and national, will
car. be
overcome
by the NEAL 3-DAY
cotnmafid the support of all right- j When a medicine must be
given to TRE ATMENT. No hypodermics used. Results
thinking, far-seeing men.
The bill to
young children it should he pleasant to absolutely certain. Call upon, address or phone
appropriate receipts from
sales
of take.
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy :s
The Neal Institute, tUi Pleasant Avenue,
public lands for purposes of Irrigation made from loaf sugar,and the roots used Portland. Me. Tel. 4«16.
had my support and vote
while
in in its preparation give it a favor similar to
Congress, as did also the bill "to en- maple syrup, making it pleasant to take.
tiailronbs mill Stramboats.
nbb any state to co-operate with any It has no superior for colds, croup and
For sale by all dealers.
Other state or states or
with
th« whooping cough.

While
cordial

That
"Governor Bill .<'>■'
record was an "open sesame' to the
•tr-.ngth and Influence in which he lias
made steady grow th.
As early as IS98
• i rominent
citizen of Maine who had
had occasion to personally observe
-or

1900
1902
1904

In the publicity of
campaign expenditures, and voted for the
Federal law under which, as amended
In 1911, I must make return to Washington of
expenditures in the
my
present campaign.
I stand squarely fof parcels post,
and personally urged upon the chair- |
man of the committee
having that
measure in charge the Importance of
favorable
action.
prompt and
In the 61st Congress I voted for the
bill "to establish postal savings desavings at
positories for depositing
Interest with the security of the government for repayment thereof, and
| for other purposes."

as

G

1898

system.
I believe

ft as

•tart

Burleigh

Xotttrs.

To all persons
Interested in the estates
hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of May, a. d. 1912.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fourth day of
June. a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

NORTH BKOOKLIN.

torial Plurality in Third Main# District with
Plurality of Govomor

for the
protection of
the? watersheds of navigable streams,
and to appoint a commission for the
acquisition of lands for the purpose
of conserving navigability of navigable
rivers."
I
actively co-operated
with Congressman Weeks in securing
the passage of the latter measure, an
important feature of which was its
application to the White Mountain

8o \v<U pleased were the people of
Maine with Governor Burleigh's abl
of
and
business-like administration
State affairs that at the next election,
although It came In an oft year, they
returned him to the office he had filled
io well by an increased plurality.

Earty Recognition

Comparison of Republioan Guberna-

Cnited States

Burhigh said;

Ergal

COUNTY NEWS.

DRINK HABIT

It ia.i.m upon the recommendation of
Governor llurlelgh, in hi* first Inaui«e. that the rate of State
gural m
In
was reduced to 2*4 mills.
taxuti
Governor
reduction
thla
ath
ring

.tion.
w+*q

The following record speaks eloquently for Itself.

vtt

recommendation of
law was
Joremor Burleigh that the
tassed providing heavy penalties for
he lurches setting of forest fires, and
nuking the Land Agent the Forest
;ommissloner of Maine, with wardens
i every section of the State.
the

--.gaa

■

and I abide by It. I stand squarely for
the honest enforcement of all laws. Including the prohibitory law. In this,
and in all other respects, I pledge my
allegiance to the platform of the Republican party adopted at Bangor.
"Passing to national Issues, I desire,
first of all, to express my cordial support of the principles set forth In the
platform of the Republican party
adopted at Chicago In 1908. which declared that 'In all tariff legislation the
true principle of protection la best
maintained by the Imposition of such
duties as will equal the cost of production at home and abroad, together
with t. reasonable profit to American
industries.’ In this connection I thoroughly believe in the work of the tariff
whose chairman is one of
Maine's most distinguished and brilliant young men.
I trust that that
commission mast he made permanent
and so long as It continues to be efficient, expert and non-partisan. I believe it will abundantly Justify Its continuance as a proper and effective in*
etrurrent for the solution of questions
Involved in the above principle of protection as expressed In the Republican
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land situated in the town of Winter Harbor,
in said county of Hancok. and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the division line of the original Stephen Hand and Nathaniel Pendleton
lots so-called, on the main town road at the
junction of the Sand Cove Road, so-called,
and thence running southerly by said division line, now or formerly the west line of
land of Albert Pendleton, two hundred and
thirty-two feet to the thread of the brook at
the head of the harbor; tbence by the thread
of the brook, north thirty-six and one-fourth
degrees west one hundred and four feet to the
centre of said Sand Cove road; thence by the
centre of s*id road, northeasterly one hundred and seventy-live feet to the place of
beginning. Together with all buildings
thereon.
Being the same property described in the
deed from Edmund L. Young to the said
Frank D. Foster, dated Decemoer 20tb, 1898,
recorded in said registry of deeds, in book
331, page 36ft. and subject to the reservation
set tortn in said deed from said Young.
Said mortgage is from Frank I). Foster to
Luere B. Deasv. is dated March 23, 1906, and
recorded April 7. 1906, in the Hancock county,
Maine, registry of deeds, book 429, page 181.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken by reason whereof I claim foreclosure
of the same and give this notice for that purLriCRK B. Dbahy.
pose.
Bar Harbor, Me, April 30. 1912.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
HEREBY give public notice that I have a
claim by mortgage upon a certain lot or
parcel of land situated in Bar Harbor. Eden,
Hancock county, Maine, described in said
mortgage a* follow.
Beginning on the west side of Main street
at an iron bolt set in the ground at the southeast corner of
my land, it being also the
land of Charles
northeast corner of
A.
Weaver, formerly of Isiphene and Zena
Grace; thence running north eighty-four degrees and fifteen minutes weal (N. 84° 15' W.)
one hundred and two feet and ten inches, more
or less,' to the
northwest corner of said
Weaver’s land, it being the northeast corner
of land of Daigle; then on same course, but
always following said Daigle’s north line
seventy-three (73) feet more or less to the
southwest corner of my land; thence north
five degrees east (N. JY K.) but always following my wtst line fifty (50) feet to an iron bolt
set in the ground; thence south eighty-four
degrees and fifteen minutes east (8. 84° 157 E.)
but always parallel with the first mentioned
line, one hundred and seventy-six feet and
four inches, more or less, to an iron bolt set in
the ground on the west side of said Main
street: thence following said street
southerly
fifty (50) feet to the first mentioned bound
and contains eight thousand, eight hundred
and four (8,804) square feet, more or leas. Together with buildings thereon.
Being all and the same property described
as conveyed in a certain
warranty deed from
T. L. Roberts to said Frank D. Foster, dated
October 19th, 1894 and recorded in the Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds in book
284, page 168. Together with buildings there-

I

on.

Said mortgage is from Frank D. Foster to
Bar Harbor Banking & Trust Company, ie
dated Jan. '0,1906, and recorded Jan 16. 1906,
in »he Hancock county, Maine, registry of
deeds, book 428, page 81, and is assigned by
said Bar Harbor Banking & Trust Company to
Luere B. Deasv by instrument dated Dec. 5*
1906, recorded in the Hancock county, Maine,
registry of deeds, vol. 487. page 544.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, by reason whereof 1 claim foreclosure
of the same and give this notice for that purLckkk B, Dbasy.
pose.
Bar Harbor,Maiue, May 1,1912.
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Interest Increases in Great]
Voting Contest.

I ROYAL I
BAKING POWDER

Many Daily Inquiries

Who Will Get the $10 Gold Piece—Trade With Merchants Giving Coupons.

Absolutely Pure

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Crape Cream ofTartar

Judging from tbe interest that baa been
manifested in tbe great prize voting contest so far, there is going to be a great
scramble for the flO gold which will be

NO ALUM, NO LIME PH08PHATE
»

COUNTY NEWS.
FRANKLIN.
Henry G. Worcester

w as

in

Bangor

last

week.

Abbott; addresa to undergraduates. Katella B. Dyer: oration, Everard A. Wentworth. Miss Evelyn Dwelley is pianist.
The class officers are Hester Clarke, WWi*
dent; Muriel lVBeck, vice-president;
Evelyn Dwelley, secretary; Edna Clarita,
treasurer.

J
:

ABHOR

DAY.

«

prizes

of the

judges of

be

neoeaaarily

j
j

“young lady”

contest-

Read the rules and regulation* printed
and govern yourself accordingly,

j

of the merchants
a

E”!*?

Natalie Johnson

Gertrude Giles
Josephine Luchini
Mary Fernald
EllaHawke#
Mrs Goldie Utty
Bernice Royal
Bernice Franklin
tiallie Leach

(teorgie

Uuinn

Marion

Joy

Rolh Held*

Alice Brwk*
trance* Mllliken
Helen Nealley
Mary Brady
Eva Leighton
Annie Clerk
Mrs F H McFsrlsnd Mr*, \erna Donovan
Itoyle
Marguerite Drummey Frances
Louise Seed*
Vera Sargent
Jordan
Miner™
Hazel Gibs
Winnie Falls
Helen Cousins
Marion Rideout
Mary Holme#

Virginia

Amv Smith

«

* u

E»'<*">

W
L Patten, R F
•
KU.WORTH rau*.

D|*

°

RIOOUX.

Alice McOown

Bunker

■OMnr.
Annie E Otay
south Raxccoca.
Mr, Harry Maddock,

Marie Kane

—"

Send this

Ellsworth

with this coupon.

Vote

for

Americax

from date and it will count

for TWENTY-FIVE VOTES.

quired

■*»

Coupon.

to the

Coupon
ofliee within fifteen days

E Moore
J A MeQown
J P Eldridge
C li Leland

Mn ul„^'
Mm p
F|”re " K**J
MhHaolSl*1*
WIJ
liM,;o

k2 t h”Trtworgy

25 Vote

giving
prizes a id helping to make this
big success are as follows:

MfcSJ*
u**'*

Mvrtl.

MmCuJSSSS*!1
Elirahets

??“*e*sjs*
Whi*>«*

ileeeie

;

who are

Mr,

SSfffcO^,
Mr.

?."n.DBE,^rh*n

Mr* Mw M Moore
Mr* C E Alexander
Marie Scott
Mrs James L Floyd
Uda True

Nellie Treworgy
Beetrioe Pierce
Ruth Goodwin
Mr* George Gould
Mattie Grant

handsome
contest

Atkin,
AItbea Bteven,
I-ena Clough
Sdlle Spencer
Lucy Adam,
Mr, Pred P llarnea
Mr, Walter Eaton
■d., W R Parker
Mm Herbert Moore
Helen Hbute

Florence Fletey
(lertrode IKirgan

OoldieVovich

gold will be awarded to the conteatant re*
ceiving the largest number of vote*.
No coupon* on subscription account,
whether back, new or renewals, will be
given unieiw application is made for them
st the time the money is paid. Remember to bsve your friend* trade with merchant* who are giving coupons. The
names

uSrtJwSbber
Mr. Frank Moor.

AgneaCahill

Lorine Sargent
Ella M Jade

!

one i« going to receive these prize*,
and you can help to decide who it will be.
First count in the contest will be Monday, June 10, 1912, at which timeflO in

Some

The high school boys, observing Arbor ;
day, worked with a will at grading the
school grounds and made marked im- 1
provement. C. E. Dwelley, with two bones, J trade at these stores, be sure to ask for
and other single horse teams were busily j
Every one little piece of paper
engaged hauling rocks and other filling. coupons.
Though the day diw ned with fog, it aid' bearing twenty-five votes may win for
not dampen the ardor of the pupils, and some friend of yours the beautiful flOO
The rubber social and ic*>-cream sale at the school
girls were ho«ied with prepara- Obermeyer A Bon piano.
the Methodist vestry last week was a mdctions for a dinner and supper at the town
Get your friends to subscribe for Thf.
ceas.
and
a
social and ice-cream sale in the
hall,
American. For each one year new subMrs. Gladys Han scorn, who has been ab- evening.
a
the
in
and
her
of
sent from
The pupils
the village grammar
postoffice
position
scription you will receive 600 votes; refew days, is again on duty.
primary schools were not e whit behind newals for one year, 500 vote#; for each
|
Everard Wentworth, w bo has been ill of those of the high school, and were cleanone year hack subscription 400 votes.
!
measles, returned to his studies Monday. ing their school grounds during the foreThe exercise* in the afternoon innoon.
There is already a large list of contesMiss Gladys Clark is ill of measles.
1
eluded the formation of the Lincoln 1mMrs. Wesley Clark and daughter Gladys
tants, but there ia opportunity to nomi- j
which
will meet in the
league,
|
provement
spent Thursday in Ellsworth with Mrs. grammar school-room once in two weeks. nate others. Fill out the nominating
Clark’s sister, Mrs. James E. Parsons.
Officers are; President. Bernard Sprague; blank and send it to this office. Also cut
Our veteran tax-collector, Josiah G. !
vice-president, Gertrude Rragdon; treas- out the free vote coupon and cast it for
Bunker, is making his annual rounds, urer, Richard Dyer; secretary, Genevieve
having recovered from the severe illness ol Havey; executive committee, Marjorie your favorite. In order that every conthe winter.
.Rragdon and Francis Morse. Friends of testant may fully understand tbe votes of
Despite the cold, discouraging weather, the school are invited to become members, this contest, The American wishes to
Mrs. Helen M. Worcester's early flowers and help the boys and girls in their efforts stale that tbe contestant
having tbe
are in bloom, and friends are receiving ; for an improved order of surroundings.
largest number of votes during the conB.
May 20.
bouquets as usual at this season.
test will be awarded the piano as first
The schooner Manie Saunders was at W.
*
CA8TIXE.
B. Biatsdell & Co.’s w barf last week loadprize; the one having tbe next largest
F. K. I^ewis returned Saturday from a
ing curb for Providence, and has sailed.
number of votes will have first choice of
visit
in
Portland.
The quarrymen’s strike was adjusted and
the other prizes. The third largest will
work resumed Tuesday.
The grammar school observed Peace day
have her choice of tbe remaining prizes,
Memorial Sunday members of the G. A. with appropriate exercises.
R., will listen to Pastor Mayo’s morning
C. Fred Jones and wife spent several and so on until ail the prizes have been
service at the Baptist church, and to Pas
distributed.
day* last week in Rockport.
tor Brown, of the Methodist, in the afterDr. Gould, of Rockland, was the guest
Use tbe twenty-five-vote free coupon in
noon.
Sherman S. Seammon has been enof tL D. Crie and wife last week.
this issue. This free coupon will not be
0
gaged to deliver the Memorial day address,
and
who
A.
F.
Adam*
have
wife,
spent printed after issue of May 29. Be sure to
much to the gratification of his friends.
The day's exercises will include the march- three months in Boston, are home.
note the date on each coupon; it is not
C. F. Bates, of Wollaston, Mass., is here
ing of the school children to the cemetery
and participation in the service there as looking after work at his summer cottage. good for more than fifteen days after the
w hich it bears.
Those dated May 8
usual.
Arthur Patterson, after several day* at date
Preparatory work of the high achool his borne here, has returned to his studies are not good after May 23; those dated
advanced.
class
is
well
Each
i
in
graduating
Bangor.
May 15 are not good after May 30; those
year’s work widens thoroughness and j
Robert Gay. of Boston, has been here a
dated to-day —May 22-are not good after
progressive ness, proving the ability of few days looking after work on the
June 6; those dated May 29 will not be
Principal M. C. Foss. The success of library.
former graduates in their teaching readily
No money is required
after June 13.
Capt. R. B. Brown and wife, who have good
demonstrates his fidelity to the work in- 4
with these free coupons, and they can be
trusted to him. The class parts for the *peut two weeks in Portland and Boston,
! voted for any contestant.
as
follows: are home.
graduation June 27, are
The memorial sermon to the G. A. R.
If you know of any lady w ho has not
Valedictory, Muriel DeBeck; salutatory,
will
be
delivered
Rev.
Hester A. Clarke; will, Edna M. Clarke; post
Sunday by
been nominated, whom you think would
Patterson at the Congregational
Hazel
T.
Clarke;
prophecy.
poem, Mr.
make a
good race, use tbe nominating
Feodora
Woodworth; presentation of church.
t blank in this issue, and send her name to
G.
May 20.
gifts, Freda M. Bragdon; history, Josie V.

No money is

re-

A

8 K

t
E
H
H

Smith A

Following
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8 P
Moore
Robinson
Austin & Co
Weacott

Whiting,

G
F
C
F
are

the

Hagerthy.
names

Nominating Blank.

of the contest-

thus far been nominated.
They are authorized to accept money for
subscriptions to The American and give
ants who have

receipt therefor. We want each one of
them to call at THE American office and
The
get a book of receipt* and copies
American to work with.
Get busy snd vote for your choice. The
contest will be conducted squarely and no
partiality will be shown to anyone. Do it
now, and help some one nap the benefits
of this liberal offer.
The nominations so far made are as follows:
ELLSWORTH.
Mrs Vera G Holt
Fenetta Foss
Eva Ciossou
Gladys Sadler
Mildred Fullerton
Lucy Si even*
Alice Clow
France* Seed*
Ethel Poor
Jessie Morang
Hazel Moon
Erva Giles
Susie Kant
Helen Smith
Esther Smith
Elsie Morrison
Bernice Giles
Margaret Hall
Walker
Sophia
Sylvia Marshall
Ellen Scott
Gladys Moore
Gertrude Moore
Margaret Downey

a

Popular Vote Contest.

j!

ql

Margaret Coughlin

Alice Brown
Annie Jordan
Marcia Sargent
Martha Mtlliken
Annie Brann

j

SbbrrtiBnitmtB.

a

below

tbe contest

announced soon. Bear in mind
the merchants who are giving coupons
with every dollar purchase. When you
will

voting

have been offered.
uames

office or bring it in person, and it will
be entered. It matters not if she is married or single This is a popular voting
this

contest- not

given to the contestant having tbe largThe
est number of votes on June 10.
special prize ia worth winning, and the
contestants realize tbe fact.
That the contest is to be a success ia certain. There has never been a contest
in this locality in which more or better
The

Mrs. Millard French is visiting in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Eben Smith left Tuesday for a visit
in Bangor.
The house of Game Warden Dyer ha*
been painted.
The Willing Workers will meet with
Mrs. Jennie Dyer this week.

About the Voting.

Maud Raymond
Helen Hmclsir

Margaret King
Louise Alley
Marion Nealley
Christina Doyle
Vers Anderson
Blanche Moore

iitli

hereby nominate

I

or

suggest the

name

of

Address

lady worthy to become a candidate in your PopVoting Contest. U present this name with the
distinct understanding and agreement that the editor
shall not divulge my name. This does not obligate
As

a

ular

me

in any way whatever.

Signed

Coughlin
Dorothy
Carrie
Kstey

Rd.aily
Josephine Higgins
Gladys Jordan
Marcia

Address

Edith Lord

SbbrrtisnnmtB.
•

>

$400 PIANO
is the great prize offered in

PRIZE VOTING
AND

RULES
ANNOUNCEMENT—The piano

1.

end

TIE VOTES—Should any of the contestants tie in
The Publishers’ Music Company will award a
similiar prize according to standings at tlnal count.

4.
votes.

popular ladies’

conducted fairly and honestly on
Voting
fairness to
business principles strictly, with justice and
is an assured
all concerned. With the above principles, it
Contest will be

5.

lowing denominations:
New Subscriptions, 600 votes.f 1.50
1.50
Renew als, 500 voces.
Renewals, more than one year, 600 votes. 1.50
1.50
Back Subscriptions, 400 votes.
5 years new subscriptions, 5,000 votes. 7.50
10 years new subscriptions, LL500 votes.16.00
20 years new subscriptions, 30,000 votes...30.00
6.
INSTRUCTIONS—Results as to standing of votes

success.

PRIZES—The capital prize will be an Obermeyer &
amount of
Sons Piano. Also other valuable prizes to the
dollars which are announced herewith.
2.

many
3.

towns

VOTES CLASSED—Votes will be issued in the fol-

CANDIDATES—Young ladies in this and adjoining
reeligible to enter the contest, and the party

are

receive the beauceiving the largest number of votes shall
additional pretiful fiOO Obeymeyer & Sons Piano, and
with the contesmiums will be distributed in accordance

will be issued after

tants’ standing at the final count.

thirty days.

No votes

accepted

at less

our

CONTEST.

REGULATIONS.
than
test.

regular price of the newspaper concerned in this conNo one connected with this publication will be al-

lowed to become

a

candidate

in this contest

or

work for

Votes after being voted cannot tie transferred to another. All agents* commissions are suspended during contest.
Be sure you know whom you are going to vote for
before coming to tbe ballot box, as the editor or any other
person positively will not give you any information on the
subject. Tbe keys of the ballot box shall be in possession
of the awarding committee duriug the contest.
For tbe first thirty days the paper will run a 25-vote
coupon which can be voted free for any lady contestant.
Contest to run no less than 90 days. Closing of contest w ill be announced 25 days in advance of closing. The
contestants.

The Following Merchants Give Valuable Prizes and
VALUE, |5.00
To be announced.
DONATED BY

PRIZE:

A. E. Moore,
and
Fancy Goods, MillinDry
ery. Boots and Shoes.

We

give

a

25-vote

purchase.

coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask for coupons.

PLUSH ROBE.

PRIZE:

VALUE, f6.00

OIL

VALUE, fS.OO

STOVE.

PRIZE:

BARREL FLOUR.

VALUE, pi.OO

VALUE, fcSO.OO

PRIZE:

VALUE, ¥>■«

CARVING SET.

S. K. Whiting, S. P.

E. F. Robinson,

H. F. Wescott,

GROCERIES, MEATS.

JEWELER.

HARDWARE.

We

give

25-vote

a

coupon with each fl.00 cash

25-vote coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask (or coupons.
purchase.

Ask. for coupons.

purchase.
PRIZE:

We give

To be announced.

VALUE, §6.00

PRIZE:

ft

To be announced.

VALUE, f6.00

E. G. Moore,

purchase.

Coupons.

J. P. Eldridge,
Plumbing, Heating, Stoves.

C. H. Leland,

coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask for coupons.

The last ten days all voting must be done in s sealed
box at the bank. If you do not wish anyone to know
whom you are voting for, place your cash for »ub*cri| ion#
be
together with your coupons in'an envelope which will
furnished you, seal it and put same in ballot box. lb‘9
will give every one a fair and square deal.

DONATED BY

J. A. McGown,

25-vote

The coo test shall close on a day which will bt announced later. Ten days prior to cioaing contest, the
judges will carefully lock or seal ballot box and take
to a bank, where the same will be in a place where voting
can be done during business hours and locked in a vault at
night until cloae of contest, when the judges will take
charge and count the votes and announce the iiaui*» of ib<?
ladies winning in their turn.

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

a

DIAMOND KING.

Confectionery, Periodicals,
We

give

a

25-vote

purchase.

DRUGGIST.

etc.

coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ash for coupons.

We

give a 25-vote coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask (or coupons.
purchase.

We

25-vote coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask for coupons.
purchase.
give

PRIZE:

a

To be announced.

VALUE, flO.OO

We give

25-vole

a

purdhaee.
PRIZE:

Furniture and

cash
coupon with each fl.00
Ask for coupons

SUIT OF CLOTHES.

VALUE, fl-

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

H. C. Austin &

ent

occur.

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

give

PKIZE:

to

should

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

Harnesses, Boots and Shoes.
We

PRIZE:

postpone date of closing is reserved if suit!

right
cause

Co.,

Undertaking.

We give a 25-vote coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask for coupons.
purchase.

Smith & Hagerthy
Clothing and Men’s
Furnishings.
We give

a

25-vote coupon

purchase.

ea< b fl.00 e»»h
Ask for coupons.

with

J

